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T he Racers play Morehead
State at 6:45 Saturday night in
the last game of their annual
'Death Valley' road swing.

This week explores the experiences of art students, focusing on
third- and fourth-year students.
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Budget battle continues at University
Alexander's presentation
outlines budget situation
Vanessa Childers
Managing Editor
vchild~rs@th~news.org

Inter im University President Kern
Alexander and Gov. Ernie Fletcher all
but crossed each other's paths last
weekend in Murray for the first time
since the governor's budget proposal
in January.
Alexander presented a PowerPoint
to the Murray and University communities Friday concerning the budget
situation.
··we need more money," Alexander
said. "We deserve more money."
While he discussed the exclusion of
Phase lli of the science complex and
the new Breathitt Veterinary Center
in Hopkinsville, he focused on the 1.1
percent and 0.6 percent base funding
increases the governor proposed for
the 2006-08 biennial.
MThat literally won't pay the heat
bill," Alexander said. "(That) won't
even pay the increase in the heat bill."
The Council on Postsecondary

Ed ucation recommended Murray
State receive a 4.9 percent increase
for 2006-07. but Alexander said the
University could work with 3 percent.
Another concern was the effect the
low funding could have on tuition.
"With no state funding or infinites·
imal state funding. there is nowhere
to get the money but from students,"
Alexander said.
T uition goes up annually, but with
less funding than expected, the hike
for the 2006-07 school year could he
larger than past increases. However,
University officials have not yet discussed a potential percentage.
According to Alexander's PowerPoint, only Tennessee Tech. Ten·
ncssee State, Morehead State and
Kentucky State universities had lower
in-state tuition than Murray State in
the region for the 2005-06 academic
term.
With the impact the Tennessee lottery has had on Murray State's

see MIXED / 3

Gov. Ernie Fletcher (left) answers Student Government Association members' budget-related
questions before the Jackson Purchase Lincoln Day Dinner Saturday in the Curris Center.

Crossing Cultures

le photo

FreSh off being named OVC Preseason Player of the Year, Trey
Pearson plays against Bellarmlne.

Racer guard
not with team
on road trip

See Page BA for a story outlining
study abroad opportunities
available to University students

Staff Report
Junior guard Trey Pearson did not leave
with the men's basketball team Wednesday for weekend play after taking an
unexcused leave of absence, said Dave
Winder, the assistant athletics director
for media relations.
The team plays Morehead State at 6:45
Saturday night to conclude its annual
'Death Valley' road trip, and they will be
without Pearson's services. Pearson also
did not play in Thursday's game against
Eastern Kentucky.
He has been absent from the team since
Tuesday, University sources said.
Pearson. the Ohio Valley Conference's
Preseason Player of the Year for this sea·
son, ranks second on the team in points
per game. averaging 9.4.
Head Coach Mick Cronin took Pearson
out of the starting lineup for a few games
early in the season, but he has started in 18
of the Racers' 21 games.
Coming into the road trip against Eastern and Morehead State, Pearson was
Murray State's leading scorer for two of
the team's last four games. He had 17 on
the road against Southeast Missouri State
and then poured in 19 against Austin Peay
in Clarksville, both Racer wins.
Pearson was the. hero against the Govs
as his put-back with three seconds left
gave Murray State a 69-68 overtime win.
Going into Thursday's game with the
Colonels. the Racers had a six·game win
streak, won U of their last 12 and were in
first place in the OVC.
Check thenews.org for tonight's game
recap and updated information.
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(Top) Two fishermen work just off the island of Janitzio, Mexico.
(Above) A man sells hand-woven blankets at a stand near Teotihuacan,
Mexico. He served pulque, a liquor made from cacti juice, to customers,
who visited the town to see the pyramids. (Right) Tourists visit the
Glockenspiel In Zurich, Switzerland this summer.
photo <ourtesy of J'atrlcla Abbott
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•Police Beat
Thursday, Feb. 2

Elizabeth Cawein/The News

Katie Fr ench, sophomore fro m Morganfield, practices Wednesday
night for the Vagina Monologues performance Tuesday and Friday.

Women's Center provides
free self-defense training
The Murray State Women's Center will
offer a free women's self defense clinic at
noon Feb. 23 in the south gym at the Carr
Health Center.
Jason Hawkins, certified instructor and
owner of the Three Rivers Martial Arts
Academy in Paducah, will lead the clinic.
This is the the second event in the Creating Resources Awareness Vision and
Education series the Women's Center has
sponsored this semester.
For more information, contact the
Women's Center at 762-3140.

Law school meeting offers

advice on admissions, test

Students can meet at noon Feb. 10 and 17,
March 10 and 31 and April 7 in Room 353 of
the Business Building-South Wing. E-filing
is also available.
For more information, phone 762-4193.

BSC to host performance
featuring gospel ensembles
The Murray State Black Student Council
will hold Gospel Explosion 2006 at 4:30

p.m. Feb. 25 in the Curris Center Ballroom.
"God's Very Own," VOCAL from Paducah,
Voices of Praise Go~-pel Choir and the Murray State University Gospel Ensemble will
perform.
Tickets may be purchased for $5 either in
advance or at the door. For more information on tickets, call 762-6836.

Students interested in attending law Clarifications
school may attend a meeting 3:30p.m. Feb.
In the Feb. 3 issue of The Murray State
15 in the Cumberland Room of the Curris News, Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity was
Center. Information about preparation incorrectly identified as Alpha Delta
for Jaw school, the application process and Alpha. The Murray State News regrets
the LSAT will be discussed.
the error.
For more information, phone Jo.e
In the Feb. 3 issue of The Murray State
Chaney
at
762·3459
or
e-matl News, Feb. 6 was listt>d as the date for
joc.chaney@murraystate.edu.
• 'Burgess Harrison Yonts' arraignment. It

Program gives students
free income tax assistance
Through the MSU VITA program, students may receive free income tax assis~
tance for five Fridays this spring.

was finally scheduled for Feb. 13.

Emily Wuchner1 .s taff writer, compiles
Campus Briefly. If you would like to submit
information for Campus Briefly, phone
762-4480.

11:28 a.m. Officers attempted to
locate a bank robbery suspect
from Graves County. Officers
advised Public Safety, and information was taken.
3:31 p.m. A caller reported water
over the roadway at 16th Street.
The Murray Police Department
was notified.
1:17 p.m. An officer reported a
motor vehiclc hit a pedestrian who
was crossing the street. Emergency
Medical Services and the Murray
Police Department were notified.
The individual was taken to the
emergency room.
8:40 p.m. Racer Patrol requested
an officer at the loading dock of
General Services for assistance
with an unsecured door. Information was taken.
10:53 p.m. The residence director
reported a resident by the east
entrance possibly drinking alcohol.
Subjects had been drinking but not
on campus. The subjects were of
legal age and were advised to go to
their residence and not go out
again that night.

Friday, Feb. 3
7:48 a.m. A caller reported a
Dumpster in the street. The Murray Police Department was
advised.
11:26 a.m. An individual was riding a bicycle and a car struck him.
Emcrgt!ncy Medical Services
transported the individual to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Murray Police Department
took the accident report.
1:55 p.m. An officer reported a
vehicle parked in the fire Jane for
more than an hour. Murray State
parking enforcement was notified.
Everything appeared normal.
8:26 p.m. Racer Patrol requested
an officer go to the north side of
Beshears Gym for an unsecured
door storage art•a. There was no
contact with the building coordinator. An officer secured the door.
11:52 p,m. A caller requested an
officer to check the fire panel in
Racer Arena. Central Plant had lost
contact with the panel. Everything
appeared normal upon officer
arrival

Saturday,Feb.4
1:23 a.m. A caller reported a loud
party in a College Courts apart-

FREE FOODH
FREE MUSICH
GREAT RADIOII
(Okay so maybe we don't have free food, but we've got great music)

The World Cafe, w ith host David Dye.,
serves u p an eclectic mix of blues., rock, world,
folk, and altem ati ve country with live performances and interview s with celebrated and
emerging artists.

Sounds Acoustic
Sundays at Midnight
MSU's Katie Villanueva &
Murray High's Austin Carter
present a musical collage of
"unplugged" performances by
diverse artists including
Ray Charles, John Lennon,
Pink Floyd, & Bob Dylan.

The Indie Connection
Sundays at 1 am after
Beyond the Edge
MSU's John Gibson
showcases both bands far
& wide, along with "local
bands" from the Four
Rivers Region.

w· ~"T;i ~"fE rt~~~
Beyond the Edge
Saturday Nights from 11 pm to 1 am
From Folk and pop to alt-county and indie rock,
BTE covers a full range of the finest alternative
music.

ment. The resident adviser on call
was notified.
1:34 a.m. The emergency call button was activated in the Hester
College elevators. The front desk
was advised. Elevators were working properly but making noises.
1:34 p.m. A representative of Pepsi
company called and reported that a
compressor in his ftre suppression
system was starting to go out. He
attempted to contact the building
coordinator but failed. Central
plant was notified.
7:17 p.m. A caller reported an ashtray outside the Regional Special
Events Center was smoldering.
The officer extinguished it with
water. The Murray Fire Department was notified. Central Plant
was notified.
8:44 p.m. A caller requested for
the Murray State e-mail system be
checked. The caller could not log
on to e-mail. No contact was made
with Information Systems.

Sunday, Feb. S
6:14 a.m. A Regents College caller
reported a fight. When officers
arrived. the fight had dispersed. No
weapons were involved.
7:09 a.m. A caller reported an
intoxicated subject wandering
around Regents College. No contact was made with the subject.
8:31 p.m. The White College residence director reported a smoke
detector beeping in a resident's
room in White. Central Plant was
advised.
10:28 p.m. The Clark College residence director reported a smell of
something hot in the first floor
laundry room in Clark. Central
Plant was advised. A belt on the
dryer caused the problem and the
dryer was overloaded. Central
Plant will flX the problem.
11:U p.m. The Racer Patrol reported a student throwing a large piece
of glass outside of the Oakley
Applied Scicm:e building. Part of
the glass broke on the side walk.
Central Plant was notified and
advised it would clean the glass.

marshal was notified.
4:46 p.m. The Franklin College
residence d irector reported a
room in Franklin with a broken
window. Central Plant was
advised.

Tuesday, Feb. 7
6:26 a.m. Officers received a
report of harassing communications from W hite College. A report
was taken.
1:05 p.m. Officers received reports
of property damage at the intersec·
tion of Hwy. 121 and Waldrop
Drive. Facilities Management was
notified to repair the concrete. A
criminal mischief report was taken.
9:40 p.m. The Regents College
residence director reported two
subjects gave the desk worker a
stuffed animal that had a hole in
the sidt!. T hey also turned in a light
bulb. Desk worker reported he did
not know to whom the item
belonged. Information was taken.
10:50 p.m. Public Safety received
nn Amber Alert from the Danville
Police Department and Kentucky
State Police. Alert advised a threeyear-old white male was abducted
in a 1994 red Pontiac from Hinkles
Trailer Park in Danville. The alert
was canceled Wednesday.

Wednesday,Feb.8
1:19 a.m. A College Courts caller
reported a loud noise from a downstairs apartment. The resident
adviser on duty was called and
referred it to Housing.
6:36 a.m. Puhlic Safety received
reports of a loose dog behind Richmond College. The Calloway
County Sheriffs Department was
notified.
8:01 p.m. Officers were advised to
attempt to locate a stolen motorcycle from Henry County, Tenn.
Officers took the information.
11:58 p.m. An officer issued a ver·
bal warning to a driver in the
Regents College parking lot for
excessive speed.

Monday,Feb.6

Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 2
Arrests- 0

7:44 a.m. A fire ularm was activated in Regents College. The Murray
Fire Department and Central Plant
were notified. Facilities Management was welding in the building.
The Murray Fire Department vented several rooms. The state fire

Emily Wuchner, staff writer, compill's Police Beat with materials
Public Safety provides. All dispatched calls are not listed. For a
complete listing, visit www.thenews.org.
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Thursday, February 16 • 8 p.m. - 12 a.m.
at the Murray Country Club
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Semi-Formal Attire

The Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha
cordially invite the following ladies:
Molly Abell
Jordan Adsit
Lyndsey Ackem1an
Ashley Adams
Ali Alexander
Ashl~y Alexander
Kcni Anderson
A.<1hlcy Arnold
Katie Arnzen
Layal AUeh
Chelsea Ballard
Leah Barker
Stephanie Barnett
Marwa Bashir
Amy Bean
Laum Benjamin
Shannon Bishop
Brlttney Bogard
Becky Bosse
Abbie Boswell
Ashley Brandt
Lauren Brown
Courtney Buchanon
Mor~an Burkeen
Lel~h Ann Buttrick
Jennifer Carler
Kelly Case
Bethanle Clark
Stephany Clark
Lau ren Clemson
Brenna Coftcy
Susan Compton
Ell7.abeth Costa
Melissa Crespo
Hayley Cunningham
Janelle DeCourcey
Jaime Dorsey
Beth Ann Dunavent
Emily Ellllot
Andrea Elliot
Melissa Englert
Kelly English
Cou rtney Erwin

Kelli Fitzpatrick
Made Fletcher
Brooke Fugate
Robyn Futrell
Sarah Futrell
Jessica Garrison
McKense Glass
Hannah Goodman
Lauren Gmnger
Kristin Gunderson
Jessica Grogan
Hillary Harris
Dan! Hamson
Jenna Heath
Ashley Henderson
Emily fflcks
Lauren Bines
Anp;ela Hlten
Nikki Hjerpe
Rachael Jaenichen
Mary Van Jolly
Katie Kemezys
Ashley Kincaid
Tiffany Lampkin
Ashley Lampkins
Brltney Lewt.:ader
Kaylee Ligon
Jodi Martin
Allcla Malhis
Laura Manley
Laura Ma n ning
Kara Mantooth
Kimberly Maziarka
Carrie McAllley
Lacey McGin nis
Cara M<.'llugh
LynJse McMackin
Allyson McMillin
Whitney Medley
Jen na Milward
Sarah Misbach
Meghan Mottaz

UPCOMING PHILANTHROPY EVENTS:
• Cow Plop Bingo for Juvenile Diabetes

Erln Murphy
Sara Neal
Courtney Nelson
Ann Nicholson
Jackie Oswalt
Sarah Powell
Jordyn Randolph
Jaclyn Ramage
Kelsea Riley
Rebecca Riggs
Laura Rlmar
Kellyn Robison
Amy Rogers
Holly Routledge
Karl Rudolph
Julie Rust
Katte Sanger
Diane Sater
Paula Singer
Ashlelgh S hahan
Lauren Shelby
Whitney S hirley
Mandie Sidener
Ashley Sides
Annie Snider
A">hley Stan ton
Cherie Stivers
Ashley Stroder
Maggie Tate

Suzy Taylor
Alicia Tem ple
I lolly Temple
Laurl Throgmorton
Chelsee Thompson
Dana Waggener
McCall Webb
Sydney WheaUey
Leslie Whitehead
Morgan Williams
Meredith Wllson
Janna Wyatt
Christin Yate_<;
Alaina Zanln

• "SENIOR" PROM with AOP
• Pikes Peak Week for Juvenile Diabetes

NuwliS
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Mixed reactions surround intefim president's speech
From Pagel
The facts are this: the building was not
funded because the Board of Regents
and my predecessor president tried to
clean up athletics. '"

U

recruitme nt across the southern
state line and in-state tuition discounts for Calloway County residents at Austin Peay State University, Alexandet said Tuesday the University could lose several potential
students if tuition increases too
much.
During his presentation, Alexander also enumerated the "excuses"
the governor's office had used to
explain Murray State's exclusion
from Fletcher's budget proposal.
With about five reasons - not
enough money to spread around,
lack of progress of Phase ll of the
science complex, better economic
investment opportunities, not lobbying the governor for the funding and
potential funding in later biennials given in as many days, he asked the
audience which one they are supposed to believe.
"The excuses change with every
day's newspaper," Alexander said.

Kern Alexander
Interim University President

board for a year and a half. At my
first meeting, the· former athletic
director's transfer was a topic of dis~
cussion, and I have been involved
from that point forward. What I have
learned to be the truth and what [
heard on Friday from Dr. Alexander
are significantly different."
She was disappointed when Murray State did not receive its expected
funding and believed the first half of
Alexander's presentation was inforUniversity community
mative. She was upset, however,
expresses support, concerns
when he returned to the "personal
negativity."
The dim picture be painted for
"1 have been very concerned by
Murray State's budget outlook res- President Alexander's comments
onated with the audlence, which that might hinder the work of our
nearly filled the Curris Center The- legislators because the budget
ater.
process is ongoing." Travis said.
W. A. Franklin, director of
And she is not alone. Faculty
T eacher Quality, said Alexander Regent Terry Strieter said several
presented an "accurate picture" of faculty members have e-mailed,
the situation.
called or visited him to discuss
"When you get no funding, then Alexander's allegations.
you have to look at why when our
Whlle he did not say he disagreed
projects were rated high by CPE," with the comments made, he and
Franklin said. "If you take every some faculty disagree with the way
answer and analyze it, you'll fmd thlngs have been addressed.
they all break down."
"I think it's unfortunate,'' Strieter
However, when Alexander began said. "It's just my opinion, but I kind
relating the budget situation to the of think it would have been better if
former athletic "regime" - former at least some of this discussion had
Athletics Director E.W. Dennison gone on behind closed doors instead
and Secretary of the Executive Cabi- of in the public sphere."
net Robbie Rudolph. former presiHe said some people wonder if
dent of the Racer foundation - he Alexander's approach is the best
lost some people's attention.
way to get the budget revised in
"The facts are this: the building Murray State's favor.
was nol funded because the Board of
Strieter also said be and others
Regents and my predecessor presi- fear the interim president's comdent tried to dean up athletics,'' ments may cause Robbie Rudolph to
Alexander said.
file suit against the University or
Regent Vickie Travis left the the- E.W. Dennison to amend his lawsuit
ater when Alexander began dis- again.
cussing the previous athletic proHowever, Alexander said Tuesgram.
day he stands by his comments and
"I 4ad heard enough," Travis said would approach nothing differently
Monday. "Dr. Alexander's comments if given the opportunity to start
concerning the athletic department over.
were unacceptable.
"I got a lot of positive feedback
"l have been a member of the . (from the presentation)," Alexander

said. "People said now they understand the issue. They said they had
been confused ... but now they
understand it has to do with the ath·
letic program at Murray State."
He said the new athletic director.
Allen Ward, and hls staff are "correcting budgetary mistakes and
other improprieties that were
made."
While Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray, also has expressed concern
toward the interim president's comments. Alexander said he knows
Winters will support the University
in the General Assembly.
"Sen. Winters has been very helpful to me.'' Alexander said. "He said
be would hold in the Senate any
changes· that were made in the
House."

Fletcher addresses budget
during visit to city, Murray State
Fletcher visited Murray Saturday
to present the city and Callowa}'
County with a homeland security
grant and certificates of preparedness. He also attended the Jackson
Purchase Lincoln Day Dinner that
night.
However, he could not leave town
without facing the controversy his
budget proposal generated.
The governor explained more
than once during his visit that his
office had to fit about $3 billion
worth of project requests into $937
million of available capital outlay,
none of which went to Murray State.
After his grant presentation at the
Calloway Count Judicial Building.
Fletcher fielded questions.
'Tm very disappointed in the way
the interim president (has) responded," Fletcher said. "I do what's best
for Kentucky, and that's what's best
for western Kentucky, too.... Kern
kind of reminds me of the Howard
Dean ofMurray."
He also defended Robbie Rudolph

and his dedication to Murray and
the University.
Rudolph's press secretary, Jill
Midkiff. said Rudolph had nothing
more to say about the budget situation. But she did conflrm the
Louisville Courier-fournal's midweek report that Rudolph loaned
$250,000 to E.W. Dennison before
the former athletic director f.t.led an
amended lawsuit against Murray
State.
"It was not for the express purpose of the lawsuit," Midkiff said
Wednesday. "He just wanted to help
out his friend."
Before Fletcher attended the Lincoln dinner, at which he was a
keynote speaker, he met with Student Government Association members to answer their questions,
which focused mostly on prospective tuition increases.
WhU~ some students and SGA
representatives stayed on the second floor of the Curris Center to
protest the governor's proposal with
signs that read, "Support Murray
State" and "Keep tuition low," about
10 members met with Fletcher for
nearly 30 minutes.
"Why i~ Murray State at 91.6 percent (of its benchmarks) and still
talking about tuition increases ... you
need to ask, are you operating efficiently down here?" Fletcher said.
However, students also asked
why Phase Ill and the veterinary
center were omitted.
Fletcher told them there was only
so much funding to distribute
throughout Kentucky. With Kentucky ranking lOth in higher education funding and 45th in residents
with high school diplomas last year,
Fletcher said he chose to put more
money in pre-kindergarten. primary
and secondary education.
"I had (only) so much to go
around," Fletcher said. "1 tried to
keep (the science complex) in.... I
didn't pick out Murray State and
beat on you.... I wouldn't want you
to leave here and think you got
shortchanged."
SGA President Scott Ellison said
Fletcher's willingness to speak with
the students was appreciated and
those who attended the questionanswer session were satisfied with
the governor's responses.
"Our focus is higher education,
and he has so many other things to
deal with," Ellison said.
Questions sent Monday to the
governor via e-mail and subsequent
phone calls to his office were not
returned.

Senate
discusses
search
Emily Wuchner
Staff Writer
ewuchner@thenews.org

Murray State students, faculty and staff
may have a say in who the Board of
Regents chooses as the next University
president.
Terry Strieter, faculty regent, said the
University hopes to bring potential candidates to campus in April. Candidates may
hold forums, question-ans·wer sessions
and presentations available to faculty,
staff and students.
"There will be a time for all the University constituencies to meet with the candidates," Strieter said.
He said student opinions will play into
the choice of the new president.
Kenton Minter, junior from Lancaster,
said he would defmitely attend sessions
the candidates hold.
"I think it is great that students fmally
get to have a say in a position that wasn't
previously provided to us," Minter said.
He said the ideal president would possess many of the same qualities as former
University President F. King Alexander.
He hopes to see someone who enjoys
interacting with students.
Scott Ellison, Student Government
Association president, said having connections in Frankfort would be good for
the University, but the ideal president
would be visible on campus and would
fight for the students.
"I wouldn't mind having someone like
King Alexander who was very visible on
campus," he said. "He was very energetic
and really cared about the University."
He said if students have any questions
for the candidates, they should bring them
to the SGA office on the first noor of the
Curris Center.
Murray State recently received a list of
10 potential candidates from John Kuhnle,
presidential search consultant, Strieter
said. He estimates the list could include
40 to SO candidates by March;
"It's not a fmal list,'' Strieter said. ''The
list ls still expanding now."
While University officials are unsure of
when a president will be selected, Strieter
expects a decision by early June.
Strieter gave an update on the presidential search at the Faculty Senate meeting
Tuesday.

Sigma Sigma Sigma would like to congratulate pring 2006
Officers, Honor Council & Chairmen
Pet Sitring · Ho use Sitting

Established 1985

WE WILL TEND
Fidos, Felines, Fish,
Feathered Friends,
as well as any other

furry or non-furry

Officers
President
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Recruitment:
Education:

Honor Council
Nancy Parrish
Julie Rust
Lauren Harms
Christie Clatterbuck
Tiffany Lamkin
Marianne Stonefield -

critters in rheir own
home environment!

Shawn Mamdl 753-6147

Diane Sater
Adrienne Haley
Brittaney Hall
Emily Scott
Kellen Allen

Chairmen
Bailey Murphy
Dannif:l Cain with
Bailey MurPhy, Marley

Pan hellenic
Ritual

Social
Special Events

Hardin, ahd Janelle
OeCouroey

Cl.ASSIFIEDS RATES

Community Service

Emily Scott With
Cecelia •Gerard antJ

lntramurals
Volleybash

Michelle Banks and
Becca Cripps

Sisterhood

Ali Christ
RPM
Alumnae Relations

Place your
message in
The Murray
State News
classifieds

Chairman:
Meeting Chairman:
Recording Secretary:
Resource Counselor:
Goals Coordinator:

Triangle
Efficiency
ParliamentaHan
Risk Mana~nt
<

Award~

Music
Historian

Kristin Windsor wit~

campus Involvement
House Chair
Fundrais\ng

Tiffany Fay
Whitney .Hurtt
Ashley Artl1$trong
Ashley Morris
Adrienne Haley an4.

Fraternity Ev4W\ts

Alyssa Otlhning
cassie eorgin *'"d

Spirit

P.:lr$0081• Development

lntercomJWenmaster· ;,

--·---------.....__.Stefanle Long

Shannon •Lynn with

Brlttaney .Hall __....K=.::::::=::::=::z
Burgin wlttl

~=::=:=:::::::Gassie

Public Relations

Parents Association

---

Angefa David
Brittaney Hall with
Dannie Cain

...........·--~

Executive Assistant

Meghan Mottaz and
Valerie Lewis
Mandie Sidener with
Shannon Lynn and
Stefanie Long
Mandie Sidener
Maggie Pechacek with
Kellen Allen
Becca Cripps and
Tiffany Fay
Janelle DeCourcey
Jennie Badgett
Adrienne Haley and
Michelle Jones
Ashley Morris
Michelle Jones and
Bailey Murphy
Valerie Lewis
Amanda Coop
Kelli Fitz with Maggie
Shupe
Kelli Fitz with Marley
Hardin
Diane Sater

Congratulations

PER WORD
For more
information call

762-4478

Engagements:
•Rachael Alberter
•Emily Goehman
•Brittaney Hall

Lavalieres:
•Adrienne Haley to I<l>E Anthony DiPietro
•Mary Harmon to AI<l> Kyle Krantz

Honor&:
•Nanc{ P;..rish on O~K Leader' of the
Month for January 2006
•KeiJi.Fitz AXA §weethearf\

ThankYou:
. ~----~~~·
The Alpha Chi Chapter of Sigma Sigma Sigma would like to thank Advisor Kathy Kopperud
and President Nancy Parrish for all of their hard work through the Fall 2005 semester.
Your dedication and leadership has been inspirational and greatly appreciated.
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OPINION

Opinion Editor: Hoc.:kdll! Gray
Phone: 762~ 1 t(>t1

Student fans are maniacs
How should University
fans support sports
teams?
"Booing is mean,
rude and uncalled
for. Treat others
as you would
have them treat
you."
Daniel Hill
junior, Springville, Tenn.

"Your team is
governed by certain rules and
guidelines. The
same should hold
true for fans. Be a
team, act as a
team of fans."
Unda Bartholamy
senior, Murray

"Most derogatory
acts against the
opposing team are
physical gestures
and harsh words.
So don't do it."
Termaine SbeUman
senior, LDll•sv;:le

"Being there to
support your team
is enough. Showing up should l?e
all that is
required. at least
that's the most
neutral way I can
think of."
Jerry Phillips
senior, Hopi<vlsVIIIe •

Amanda Von Kannef/Tht' News

Comments inappropriate at games
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of1'he
Murray State News. 'fhe editorial
board is composed of all section edi·
tors.

Murray State basketball season is in fuJi swing. Fans are piling into the Regional Special
Events Center to show their support for the womens' and mens'
basketball teams. However, basketball fans arc taking their support to extremes.
It is one thing to scream
"defense" when the ball is in the
opponent's court, but it is quite
another to make fun of the other
team's players.
For instance, during Saturday's game against Jacksonville
State, several students started
making loud personal comments
about the Jacksonville State
players.
In one instance, a fan yelled
out "Mini Me" to one of the
opposing players. This comment
was made during a foul shot
when the crowd was silent.
This insuJt was inappropriate

to say the least. Making comments about a bad shot is fair
game. but shouting demeaning
remarks about a shorter player
is not.
However. that was not the
only insult made.
During the womens' game, the
same fan made fun of a player on
the opposing team. The term the
fan used to describe her physical
appearance is not even appropriate to write. It was insulting
to her and surrounding fans.
What kind of people attend
this University?
While freedom of speech is
something all Americans cherish, fans should not use insulting
remarks at basketball games
because it is embarrassing to
students, faculty, alumni. other
fans and our basketball team.
Before each game begins, the
sports announcer asks the
crowd to display good sportsmanship during the game.
Offensive comments at the
games are inappropriate and

show
poor sportsmanship
toward the opposing team.
The University is facing
enough lawsuits without having
a civil suit slapped on it because
fans cannot censor themselves
or decide to make immature
choices and use offensive language.
The University should not
have to parent fans. The administration should not have to
explain which comments are
and are not appropriate.
Many universities do not grant
students free admission to
games, so our students should be
thankful for this privilege.
However, with the direction in
which we are going, this privilege could be eliminated.
Many students have witnessed
the trouble NBA basketball players have gotten in which
because of remarks from sports
fans.
Ron Artest was fined and suspended for fighting with fans
during a game in which a fan

was provokjng him and he
jumped into the stands to defend
his reputation and team.
If this happens at our University, our free admission couJd
end because of the actions of a
few.
So, the next time. you go to a
game and you see outrageous
fans who are about to cross the
inappropriate line, explain to
them it's only a game and such
comments are not needed.
How can we expect our basketball players to display sportsmanship if our fans cannot?
It is time for some students to
reevaluate their actions before
tempers erupt between opposing team members and our faithful fans.
"If you don't have anything
nice to say, don't say anything at
all," is a phrase sports fans
should take to heart.
Student fans should be supportive of our team and respect
other teams. After all, it's only a
game.
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Do you think professors push their partisanship,
political ideas on stude~ts?
Student defends teacher's right
to freedom of expression

Political opinion helps student
develop their own ideas

Teachers need to give students
time to express their ideology

"No. I don't think I've felt like a political
opinion was pushed on me. 1 actually like
when teachers give their opinions on things. I
don't really follow any of that stuff so this is
one of the ways I hear about what's going on.
I don't find their opinions to be pushy at all."

"Personally, I haven't had any professors
that have tried to influence me politically. If
professors try and influence their students.
like anyone who believes they have the right
idea, they want to share it with others.''

"I don't mind if teachers express their opinions in class if it is relevant to the subject
being discussed in class. I think it is important, however, that the professor leaves time
and allows students to express their own
opinions on the subject."

Krystal Hillsman

John Albert

Emily Wucbner

Senior

Sophomore
Morehead

Freshman
Evansville, Ind.

Janet Robb
Lifestyles Editor • 762-4468

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Edttor • 762-4481

Stephanie Buford

Huntingdon, Tenn.

Advertistng Manager • 762-4478
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Adviser • 762-2998

The Murray State News stoves to be the
University community's source for Information.
Our goal Is to present that tnformation in a
fair and unbiased manner and also provide a
free and open forum for expression and
debate.
The Murray State News is a designated
public forum. Student editors have authority to
make all content decasions w•thout censorship
or advance approval. The paper offers a
hands-on learning environment for students
interested in Journalism. The campus press
should be free from censorship and advance
approval of copy; and, rts editors should
develop their editorial and news polic•es.
The Murray State News is prepared and
edited by students. The first copy of The Murray State News is free . AddittonaJ copies are
available for 25 cents at 111 W•lson Hall.

Your Opit1i<Jn
ESPN limits basketball
actions with matchups
As a fan and major supporter of
Racer basketball, I am appalled at the
sight of our matchup in the ESPN
Bracket Buster game.
It is my understanding that this
series was created to brive smaller,
mid-major schools a chance to play a
similarly ranked opponent that could
help boost their tournament resume
for a better seed or at-large berth in
the tournament.
The University oflllinois at Chicago is not even close to leading the
Horizon conference, they do not
have a winning record and their rating percentage index is a dreaded 30

spots below ours.
Meanwhile, Samford and Ten·
ncssce 1\•ch are both playing legiti·
mate opponents with respectable
records when they are not even near
the top of our conference.
The Racers are the conference
leader and a team that I fully believe
is just beginning to hit its stride. We,
as fans of Racer basketball. should
take this matchup as a slap in the face
to the hard work and great season
that the team has going right now.
It is degrading to me to think about
how loud, boisterous, intimidating
and excited the RSEC crowd was Jan.
30. The matchup should have been a
bigger game and another chance for
us to prove our:;clves against a team

of worth. Instead, we arc scorned by
being matched up with the University of Illinois at Chicago.
I think our team deserves more
credit than what if received by virtue
of this matchup, and I hope that the
Racer basketball team will keep its
head high as it continues to progress
towards tournament time. We can
show some teams across the nation
that we arc indeed very worthy of
joining that sacred dance in March.
Go Racers.
Patrick Clark
Senior
Louisville
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Your sOul mate
is not
'the one?'
If you watched the series
finale of "Dawson's Creek,"
you found out soul mates Joey
and Dawson did not end up
together. Instead, Joey chose
Pacey, Dawson's best friend.
Since the show was centralized around Joey and Dawson,
many fans became disappointed by the conclusion.
However,
the core
concept
behind
the switch
was interesting.
What if
our soul
mates
were not
intended
to be our
signifi cant others? What
if he or
she
is
Rockelle
here
to
Gray
guide us
to the one we are actually supposed to spend the rest of our
lives with?
J am a firm believer in soul
mates and always have been.
However, the Joey-Dawson
scenario has hapP,ened fOJllC.
Yes, I have met my soul
mate. I knbw who' he is, and
yet, I know we will never be in
a relationship.
Why?
Because we have done the
boyfriend-girlfriend thing and
it never lasted. It was just a
mutual decision to split up.
Before you think I am a pessimistic about soul mates, let
me explain how we met.
Like all teenage girls, I was
wrapped up in my own drama
as a high school freshman.
Despite my happiness with my
life, I wanted "the one." I felt
as though I had spent enough
time dating the wrong ones
and I was mature enough to
handle a serious relationship.
On Oct. 7, the day before my
birthday, I went to bed and
started my usual prayer. This
time, however, I prayed for my
soul mate. The next day, he
appeared.
I was walking to my second
class of the day. I rounded the
corner and there he was.
All of the typical things happened. My kne~s went weak, I
had shortness of breath and,
like the Grinch, my heart seem
to grow three times its normal
size.
There is no way to actually
describe the feeling of love at
first sight without experiencing it yourself. but it happened
to me.1 thought, maybe it's just
attraction. A little odd considering the prayer. but maybe
just a coincidence.
So, since I was already letting a higher being find my
soul mate, I decided I would
try it again.
"lfhe is the one, I will have a
class with him," I prayed.
I had a graduating class of
150, and each class size was 30.
However, there were many
people who 1 graduated with
me who I never had a class
with, so I thought it was a
legitimate request.
As a entered my last class of
the day a little frustrated, 1
looked inside, and he was not
there.
I started to doubt my whole
belief system, then he walked
in. He was the last person to
ent~r the classroom.
All of the things 1 described
when I met him the first time
happened again.
He sat in a chair next to me
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and 1 started asking him every
question possible. I would usually have been reserved, but I
felt so comfortable with him.
I met him in October, but it
took until February for us to
become a couple. However,
my happiness was short-lived
because we broke up in March.
We dated several times in
high school, and now, we are
friends. We have both been in
serious relationships with
other people, and yet we
always gravitate to each other.
I still get the same feeling
when I see him that I got when
I was a freshman in high
school.
Now, let me explain why we
are not meant to be. We both
have expectations of what we
want from another person.
While in some aspects we are
completely compatible, there
are things about each other
that drive us crazy.
For instance, he wants a girl
who is totally devoted to religion. While in the past, I was
the girl who fit the bill, I have
become more spiritual than
religious. That was his deal
breaker.
On the other hand, I hate
being with someone who can·
not express himself. He would
never tell me when he was
mad at me. To me, someone
who hates confrontation, I
would rather know what is
wrong than go all day being
ignored. That was my deal
breaker.
We don't judge each other
personally. We just had different ideas of what we wanted in
a relationship.
Despite my feelings for him,
I have come to accept that he
is not the one I am supposed to
be with for the rest of my life,
but the "one" who will IDJide
me to my "one."
This is because he knows me
better than anyone else. He
knows my gifts and flaws.
I watch couples walking on
campus everyday, staring into
each others' eyes. I wonder if
they have the feelings I had
with my soul mate.
I always hope couples will
stay together, even when I am
at the receiving end of the
phone listening to a friend who
has just endured a break-up.
I think couples should go
into a relationship with set
goals and expectations and not
settle for anything less.
"Soul Mate,. and I were not
willing to settle for anything
less. and, therefore, we ended
the consideration for a romantic relationship.
Do I think my future spouse
is not my soul mate? I have to
consider the thought that he is
not, and it might not be the
worst thing.
As a believer of soul mates
being together, I have to
believe I have more than one
soul mate and each of my soul
mates will always be in my life.
I believe soul mates can be
more than just the person with
whom you are supposed to
spend the rest of your life.
I don't want it to sound like
anyone and everyone is your
soul mate. I want readers to
never trade what they want or
settle for someone they think
is "the one."
My words of wisdom: Don't
settle, even if you get that feeling in your stomach and have a
lack of o>.:ygen to your lungs.
Make sure you're compatible
with your significant other
before you waste a lot of time.

Rockelle Gray is the opinion
editor for The Murray State
News.

Jylland- Posten

Freedom of expression goes too far
with Danish cartoon, student anger
In My
Opinion

Nadia
Ebrahim
"IN A WORLD

UK!-; OURS,
RAClSM, SEXISM,
RF.LIG!OUS
JN'TOLERANCE,
GENOCIDE AND
POVERTY, TO
NAME A FEW,
ARE NOTHING
BUT SYNONYMS
TO SOME PEOPLE
FOR POLITICS,
MONEY, POWER,
ECONOMIC DOM-

INANCE AND
TIRANNY."

First Amendment
conflicts with religion
To an outsider's eyes, the only
thing the demonstrations and boycotts happening in the Muslim
world right now might reflect is a
barbaric, intolerant
attitude
toward other people's opinions
and beliefs. However, this is a
totally safe and convenient stand
for those -....·ho know little about
Islam.
What is happening between
Europe and the Middle East is a
classical cultural misunderstanding. On one hand, we have Europe.
or more specifically Denmark,
Norway, Spain and France, that are
secular countries that value freedom of speech and tolerance to
opposition.
On the other hand, there is the
Muslim world, which values Islam
and treats the religion with reverence and respect. To Europe, the
cartoons were a free expression of
how they under.stand Islam, but to
the Muslims, they were disrespect·
ful and blasphemous to the
prophet Mohammed.
Roth parties equally take the
blame for disrespecting each
other. Anything can be discussed
and dealt well within the limits of
respect and fairness, knowledge of
the others' perspectives and, last

but not least, tolerance.
As a Muslim, I have to admit that
I am offended by the cartoons. I do
not understand a freedom of
speech that spreads and feeds
existing stereotypes. Had the cartoons depicted a more positive and
true image about the nature of
Islam, I think I would have actually been the first to applaud the
Danish newspaper.
However, its depictions were
very stereotypical and a direct
attack on core concepts like heaven, human rights, women's rights
and, of course, the ever westernized and distorted concept of
jihad. Also, let's not forget its
ridiculous depiction of abused,
black-covered Muslim women and
Turbnn·wcnring,
camel-riding
date-eating men, an image that
never fails to amuse me.
I believe that the West, in general, believes that there is some sort
of phobia of Islam that if anyone
goes against it, they might get
bombed out of nowhere.
I have to admit the violent riots
and threats some fanatic Muslims
are making do not make them look
good right now. However,
the
fanatics, supposedly speaking on
behalf of Islam and other Muslims.

are as guilty, misleading and conveniently ignorant as those who
claim that Islam is a religion of terrorists and virgin-seeking suicide
bombers.
Islam is a religion of tolerance,
respect and love. The misinterpretations of the West and the delusional Muslim fanatics offend me
and other Muslims whose voices
are unheard because we do not
march to some people's beat in
both camps.
I don't believe this cultural gap
between the West and the Middle
East can be solved with cartoons
or violence. In fact, I do not
believe it will ever be solved if
both camps did not start with
respecting each other and
acknowledging that their system of
beliefs is not any better than the
other's. Communication, under·
standing, tolerance and respect are
better options.
However, 1 do not think anybody is listening. In a world like
ours, racism, sexism, religious
intolerance, genocide and poverty,
to name a few, are nothing but synonyms to some people for politics,
money, power, economic dominance and tyranny.
This makes me wonder: who are
the puppets and the puppeteers in
this game called politics?

Nadia Ebrahim is a graduate
TESOL major from Egypt.

Prohibited desires increases temptations
for illegal substances, binge drinking, sex
In My
Opinion

Heidi
Taylor
"WHAT IF WE
WERE TO TAKE
AWAY ALL OF
THE RESTRICTIONS PLACED
ON US BY

SOCIETY?

We all know prohibition creates
desire. How many times were you
confronted with something that
you wanted or wanted to do when
you were a child, "only to be told
no by your parents," which made
you want it that much more?
Jf you were told you couldn't go
play in the mud, would the mud be
that much better when you finally
did get into it? Of course.
Now is no different. How many
of us were barred from drinking
prior to college and told that it was
bad or sinful? Yet, we were first in
line with a big, red number one on
our hands for the keg the moment
the party tapped it.
Did it make Bud Light any better? Chances are no, but I'm fairly
sure that some people thought that
it was. Why? Because you're "not
supposed to have it."
So, Jet me pose this question to
you: What if we were to take away
all of the restrictions placed on us
by society?
These restrictions have no other
purpose than to limit us from
things that aren't harmful in the

long run.
What if premarital sex weren't a
sin and correct information about
getting pregnant were available
without the embarrassment?
What if you could get condoms
from the health department without the tell-talc blushing? Would
there be 14 or 15-year-old girls
pregnant out there if they weren't
told not to have sex at all?
What If there were no legal
drinking age? Would there be as
many cases of binge drinking on
Friday and Saturday nights?
In Germany. if one can sit on the
barstool they can have alcohol, and
there's a lesser incidence of alcoholism in the country than there is
in the United States.
1f alcohol weren't so taboo, we
might be able to have it in our
rooms on campus rather than having to drink off-campus, which
leads some to drive back home
under the intluence.
What if we could all go smoke
pot on the Quad? The only thing in
danger in this equation is the bag
of potato chips or box of snack

cakes back at one's house.
What if homosexuality was not
seen as a sin? Would hate crimes
still take place? Would there be a
reason to bate if it weren't prohibited? Would there be middle-aged
adults who know of their sexual
orientation, yet got married anyway and had children for fear of
the consequences?
Would people cry themselves to
sleep at night because they didn't
want to be homosexual? It's not
like they actively made the choice:
it's how they are.
Thls is not to say that stealing or
murder is all right. I'm talking
about the prohibitions that one
faces as a result of society's
restrictions, yet is prohibited by
some people's outdated notions of
what is right or wrong.
Did the mud ever hurt you,
warm and squishy beneath the red
summer sun, oozing between your
toes?

Heidi Taylor is a senior education
major from Central City.
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·Residential colleges compete in qualifying tournament
Speech and Debate Union
hosts annual contest
Paulina Combow
Contributing Writer
Murray State's Speech and Debate
Union hosted this year's national
qualifying tournament for colleges
and universities from around the
country this weekend.
Charles Dowdy, President of Murray State's 20 member Speech and
Debate Union and senior from
Owensboro, said hosting the tournaments is tradition.
"It's an honor to host the events,
especially since we have two tournaments back to back," Dowdy said.
Though Murray State has previously hosted tournaments. this is the
first year for it to host two tourna-

ments in one weekend.
Crystal Coleman, lecturer of
forensics 3nd or~anizational communication, has been helping with the
speech and debate union for ll years.
"The tournaments were beautifully run," Coleman said.
Murray State received a standing
ovation from the visiting teams at
the awards ceremony for hosting
such a smooth tournament, she said.
No. 1 ranked Western Kentucky
University won the tournament.
University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign won the Small Team
Sweepstakes Saturday, and Murray
State beat U of I Sunday when its
novice award winning traveling
team entered the competition.

Several Murray State students
received individual awards. April
Payne, sophomore from Franklin,
Tenn., of Regents College won first
in extemporaneous speaking, and
Michael McLaurine, sophomore
from Louisville, of White College
won second in the same category.
Angela Wilson, freshman from
Paris, of Hart College, won second in
poetic speaking. Elizabeth Smith,
junior from Northberg, Ill., of Richmond College placed fourth in prose.
Other categories for the competition included poetry, communication analysis, impromptu, duo, persuasive and infor mative speaking.
Some students even participated
in what is called a pentathlon where
they compete in five different events
in one day.
Competitions lasted from 8 a.m.
until 5 p.m. both days and included
teams from about 19 universities.
Teams from schools including
University of Alabama; Illinois State
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University, Morehead State University and Bradley University came to
compete.
Several students from Asbury College. one of the smallest schools that
attended, had a 12-member team.
Tim Riley, freshman from Georgetown. and his teammates participated in the impromptu category. He
~aid participants have seven minutes
to prepare and deliver those speeches.
Kendra White, freshman from
Wilmore, joined the team to gain
experience for the future and build
her resume.
"It's teaching y..gu to be able to
speak on your feet and know what
you believe in a moment's notice,"
White said.
Impromptu is 3 popular category
with many students because it
involves the least time commitment
in preparation and does not require
memorization.
Paul Lantvit, sophomore from

Chicago, competes with Hester College in dcbatl' competitions.
"It's imeresting because you sec
someone in <~ liUit who looks like
they're going into a courtroom, but
then they start reciting prose,"
Lantvlt said.
Anyone who is interested cnn get
involved with speech and debate on
campus.
There arc two ways to get
involved, .said Dowdy. lnterestt•d students can become a part of the Resi·
dential Debate Society. Each residential college chooses a captain, and
together they debate against Other
residential colleges. This originally
began at Oxford Uni\'crsity.
Those with high school or college
experience can audition for the
Speech and Debate Union to compete
against schools alluvcr the country.
Members M the Spcl'ch and Debate
Union will h~ nt Berea College to
compete in the state competition
Thursday.

Doe!i your organiza~ion
need 01oney ~o put: on a
!ltudent: event:?
Up to Si!SD will be given
to group!i who 01eet:
t:he !iet: criteria.
Corne to the S&A Office in
the Curri& Center to apply
for the §.L.I.P. Fund.
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The Curris Center
Proudly Presents:

8 BALL
TOURNAMENT
The tournament will be held in the Curris Center game room
Thursday. February 16, 2006 at 7 p.m. Standard BCA m1es
apply to each game. There will be a race to 3 games per
match up and a double elimination. There will be awards for
, first and second place.
Entry fee is only $5.00 and the deadline will be Wednesday,
February 15. 2006. You can register at the Curris Center
main office on the third floor of the Curris Center room 3 14.
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Since When Does...

3+3=7?
Now you can make seven years of study equal to six with the 3+3
Program. This unique program provides students with the opportunity
to complete the BS degree and the Doctor of Chtropractic degree in
one year less than the usual time. You will study for three years
at Mu'rray State - then be admitted to the Doctor of Chiropractic
program at Logan College. After a year at Logan, you'll get your
BS Degree from Murray State. So 3+3 really does = 71
Logan College of Chiropractic gives you t~e skills to help
palienls get well through non-invasive healthcare while
preparing you to eam a substantial income commensurate
with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic. Most DC's
work in a private practice setting, providing time for family ·
and other important quality of life priorities.
Contact Logan College at 1·800-533-9210 or at
loganadm@logan.edu to receive An information packet
describing the fastest growing health profession 10 the
world. You can also visit our webstte at www.logan.edu.
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Blood donors brave lines
to give in Red Cross drive
Makayla O' NeW
Contributing Writer
With the overall decline of people donating
blood, the number of students waiting to roll up
their sleeves last week at the Curris Center surprised Amber Terry, sophomore from Lowes.
"It took me an hour and a half to give blood and
30 to 40 minutes was spent seeing if I was eligi·
ble to give blood," Terry said.
Students could donate at the on-campus blood
drive Jan. 31 and Feb. l at the Curris Center.
Anthony Tinin. donor recruitment representative for the Paducah Red Cross, said the campus
Red Cross club helped increase student awareness.
"Members have done a great job during the
school year reminding people of the blood drive,"
Tinin said. "They are involved in promoting
blood donation and promoting blood drives."
Although the blood drive was open to all stu·
dents and residents, several people were not able
to give blood based on low iron counts or other
factors that may affect the blood sample.
The drive collected a total of 167 pints from
209 people, 54 of whom were ftrst-time donors.
The number of donors has declined in recent
months because people were caught up in holiday activities, Tinin said. During that time, colleges and high schools were not in session, which
made it even more difficult to contact possible
donors. The flu season also deters donation.
Though disasters often bring out many donors,
Tinin said the public should be aware of the daily

need for blood that arises out of more than largescale events such as Sept. ll. 2001.
"I think the best thing to remind people is that
we tend to think of disasters on a large scale,"
Tinin said. "People don't stop to think that there
are emergencies that happen every day. If you
need blood, that is a disaster to you."
Despite these difficulties, the blood supply has
only experienced a slight decrease. A safe blood
supply is a five-day blood supply, but now the
Red Cross is not more than one day behind in
type supplies.
The basic requirements to give blood include
being at least 17 years old, weighing at least llO
pounds and being in good health the day of the
donation.
Since many things can affect a blood sample,
nurses must obtain infonnation from donors
through a screening process before someone
gives blood. Officials then run the pint of blood
through a series of tests to guard against diseases.
"J think the biggest reasons people don't participate is that people don't understand how
great the demand is or people don't Like the
thought of needles or pain," Tinin said.
Amber Terry gave blood for many reasons, but
above all she wanted to try to make a difference
anyway she could.
"I wanted to give blood because 1 hadn't given
blood in a couple of years," Amber Terry said.
"When I gave in high school. I found out I have 0
negative blood, and since anybody can receive 0
negative blood, I thought this would be a good
way to help save someone's life."

Proposal to reduce student loans
EmDy Wucbner
Staff Writer
ewuchner@thenew$.Org

Wednesday, the U.S. House
of Representatives pa-;sed a bill
cutting $12 billion from student
loan programs, causing fmancial trouble for about 6,000
Murray State students. ·
Though the bill would
require President George W.
Bush's approval, it may make a
small dent in the nation's
deficit. More cuts are expected
in 2007.
The types of loans affected
include Stafford loans, which
are available-to graduate and
undergraduate students and
are used in paying for room
and board, books and tuition.

Jennifer Nurrcnbern, junior
from Evansville, Ind., said the
cuts will not affect her because
she will graduate soon.
"I think it will hurt a lot of
people with the interest going
up," Nurrenbem said.
She said without the loans,
she could still attend school but
the loans make it easier.
Carmen Garland, director of
University Scholarships, said
because of the lack of funding,
Murray State is not in a position to add scholarships now.
"I have strong concerns
about the lack of funding for
Murray State's future," Garland
said. "At this time, I can only
hope that Murray State will be
extended a fair and reasonable
increase."

Accordin~ to tl1e•Ncw York
Times, the current proposal
will raise rates from 53 percent
to 6.8 percent. Nearly 10 million students across the country receive Stafford loans annu-

ally.

The law will raise the maxi·
mum amount of money students may borrow. Although
students may t1nd themselves
further in debt after graduation, they may be able to attend
a more expensive institution.
This is Congress' first
attempt in eight years to delay
the increase of programs such
as student loan subsidies and
Medicaid.
Charles Vinson, director of
Student Financial Aid, could
not be reached for comment.

Interested in .getting a Ph.D?
The McNair Scholars program can help
you get ahead of the competition!
Eligibility requirements and an application form can be found online at:

http://campus.murraystate.edu/serviceslursa/mcnair.
For more information, call 762-5042,
or visit the McNair office located at 400N Applied Sciences Bldg.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: Friday, April 7, 2006
Program fu nded by the U.S. Department of Education

TRiO
RONALD
E
McNAIR
POST BACt'ALAURFA'Tf
AC IH IEVEMENT PROQ~AM
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Study abroad programs
offer new perspectives
Christopher Hodes
Contributing W riter
Throughout the years students
spend in college, they have many different opportunities to enrich their
lives and learn about other countries
and cultures.
One of these opportunities at the
University is for students to take
advantage of Murray State's study
abroad program.
However, according to a 2002
American Council on Education poll,
only one percent of American college
students study abroad each year.
The federal government bas
dubbed 2006 the Year of Study
Abroad in hopes that more students
will travel to foreign countries and
experience culture in a brand new
way.
Study Abroad opportunities are
available to Murray State students
throughout the year. Students can
travel and receive college credit during both fall and spring semesters
and also during winter and summer
breaks.
Yavonne Colwell, senior from Ludlow, is a part of the minority who
already has participated in Study
Abroad.
Colwell, who enrolled in two classes through Murray State, spent a
month last summer studying in Germany as a part of the Kentucky Institute for International Studies.

Christopher Hodes
Contributing Writer
Andy Crowe, junior from Hartford,
was introduced to the game of Texas
Hold 'Em while at home over winter
break.
According to an Anncnburg Public
Policy Center study, Crowe is not the
only college student to embrace this
hobby over the past year.
The number of men ages 14 to 22
who gambled at least once a month

Besides traveling to Germany for
cultural reasons, Colwell said she
needed to study abroad to graduate
in four years with a German minor
and to meet Honors Program
requirements.
While studying overseas, Colwell's
German speaking skills improved
and she gained an appreciation for
German culture and a new respect
for America.
"My favorite part of the experience
was the new perspective it gave me,"
Colwell said. "Mter traveling abroad,
I began to appreciate the privileges I
have as a citizen of the United
States."
Colwell and other KllS students
celebrated the Fourth of July in
Deutschland. She said a pub in
Munich gave the American tourists
free beverages when they showed
their passports.
While the German II program in
which she participated was stationed
in Munich, Germany, Colwell also
traveled to Austria and Italy.
She visited museums and historical
sites so she could receive credit for
her classes. She traveled to the Vati·
can, the Colosseum and other various
landmarks in the historical city of
Rome.
Colwell suggested students who
wish to study abroad in countries
where English is not the first language purchase a map and learn how
to read it.

"I got lost in Berlin alone for three
hours," Colwell said. "And it was
hard to communicate with the bus
drivers because they didn't speak
English."
Joanne Farley, Study Abroad Pro-

gram Specialist, said 90 Murray State
students participated in the 20 summer programs offered last year.
KIIS students have study abroad
opportunities in Costa Rica. Greece,
Japan. Austria and Mexico.

rose by 20 percent from 2004 to 2005,
according to the study at the University of Pennsylvania.
The study also found 80 percent of
the 2.9 million young people who
gamble every week are men.
According to the study, the increase
in gambling among college-aged men
can be attributed to a number of factors.
.. ,
The ability to gamble online and the
popularity of poker-related television
programs, such as the "World Ser ies

of Poker," are just two.
The accessibility of online capabilities on college campuses draw a largt!
crowd to Internet gambling. Some of
these sites, which are usually operated from outside of the United States,
even offer scholarships to big winners
to entice college students to pay to
play.
Crowe, who plays poker about once
a week, said he enjoys playing tht~
game because it gives him an opportunity to hang out with friends and possibly make a few bucks.
"I appreciate the game because it's a
game of luck." Crowe said. "Knowing
how to bluff -and wear a good poker
face may help out but, in the long run,
it's all about the luck of the draw."

Crowe said the highest payout in
his poker-playing circle is $45.
Poker is not the only way for college students to make a few bucks.
Students over the uge of 21 can take
their chances on a number of casino
games.
Johnathon Utes, senior from Sturgis, enjoys gambling at Harrah's Casino in Metropolis, Ill., and Casino
Aztar in Evansville, lnd.
Liles said instead of going to a
movie and spending money on a ticket, a bucket of popcorn and a soft
drink, he places a $20 bet at the blackjack tahlc and hope:; for the best.
''My biggest payout at the blackjack
table was $180," Liles. who only gam·
bles three or four times a year, said.

photo courtesy of Carrie Pond

The University offers study abroad programs in countries like Mexico that allow students to travel and attend classes with feUow Murray State students.
The deadline to apply to study
abroad this summer is February 15.
Applications can be turned in to the
KIIS office which is located in Fuculty Hall Room 312 or via the Web site,
www.kiis.org.

Gambling facts
ataglance
• 63 percent of Americans
approve of legalized gambling.
• 49 percent of those who have
gambled within the last 12
months admitto losing money.
• 75 percent of adults dlsap.prove of online gambling.
• The FBI estimates that in
excess of $2.S billion is wagered
en the NCAA Tournament each
year.

Ralph Woods Memorial Award
Established to honor students who have made outstanding
contributions In service and leadership to the University.

I

Munay S1aM UnlvMity

Student Government Aaoclatlon
2002 UtWMtty Slallon
Murray. kV 42071
(270) 762.$51

fAX(210) 76U962

January 18, 2006

Criteria:

I

1. Must be a December 2005 or May 2006 graduate.
2. Must be a person whose campus activities Indicate leadership.
3. Must be a person who promotes change. (Can accomplish goals
and Is of service to students and faculty.)
4. Grade point average is of no consideration.
{It!

• The selection will be made by a committee, consisting of
faculty and students, and will be based on resumes submitted
by individuals, departments or student organizations.

Dear Faculty and Staff,
The Student Government Aaaociatioo. the Prelideotial 1...ecture Saiea aod tbe MSU
Foundation ICC pleased to praent 1983 Nobel Pe.ce Prize Lairale Lech Waleu in
lecture on Tueaday, April4, 2006 at 7 pm in Loveu AuditoriLDn.

Lcch Walesa was elected Pn:sident of Poland, in 1990. Ria term in office set Poland
fLnDly on tbe path to becoming a free market democncy, eoabtiD.& Polmd to receive one
of the fmt invitation& 10 join and expanded NATO.
President Walesa a.l.ao leads the Lccb Walesa Inatitutc whole aim ia to champion
de1DOCI'8Cy and fn~e mar:ket rcfonn in Bastem Europe and throuJbout tbe developina
world

Please join us and encourase your atudetlta to join us in tbia biatoric evalt • Murray
State.
Ticket. to the lectrue will be available on Monday, Pebnlary 13, for MSU atudenta,
fiiCUlty IJld staff at oo charge with a valid MSU ID. &ch ICUdeot 01' member oltbe
fiiCUlty of staff ia limitod to cne free ticket only that muat be pic:bd up in tbe SGA ot6ce
in advance. Studentt. faculty or ataff wiahing to purcbale additional ticbtl muat wait
until the remaining ticket& go on aale for tbe geocral public on Pebnlary 24.

• Please submit this form (additional forms available In the SGA
Office) to Jeanie Morgan, Student Government Association, along
with three letters of recommendation (from peers, Instructors
or whomever you like) validating the nominee's leadership
capabilities. Applications must be submitted no later than
NOON on FRIDAY, MARCH 3, 2006.
Each organization may submit as many applications as they wish for
this award. One application per nominee please.
Form to be filled out by nominee or person making nomination

Please feel free to contact the Student Government Aaaociatioo at 762-msl rcprding

any questions about attendaooe oc tickets.
We look forward to seeing you at this once in a lifetime event.
Sincerely,

NOMINEE:

ACTIVITIES:

~&hJsd.Wro
Sarah Schardein
Campus Activity Board Lecture Cha.ir
270-762-6951

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

_F_e_b_ru_uy~_I_0~,_20_0_6____________________ TheM~ysmreNews ---------------------=
S~e~c
~tl~·o
==
fl~lJ~
#
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Sports Editor: Nathan Clinkenbeard
Assistant Sports Editor: Tornmy Dillard
Phone: 762-4•'181

Rifle sectionals
kick off today
in Murray
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@th~news.org

With all its regular season matches out
of the way, the rifle team spent the last
two weeks focusing on the final determining factor of whether or not they
make the NCAA Championships.
Beginning today, the Racers host four
other teams in the NCAA Sectionals at
Pat Spurgin Rifle Range. Teams hoping
to make the NCAA Championships will
use their sectional score, the average of
their best score in a home meet and their
highest two at an away competition.
Previously, rifle teams only relied on
the sectionals for entrance into the championships. Head Coach Ann Proctor said
she likes the rule change because it gives
new meaning to the regular season.
"I think it's for the best because in the
past our entire regular season didn't
count for anything," Proctor said. "It was
like the movie 'Any Given Sunday.' What
we did during the qualifier determined if
we went (to the NCAA Championships)
or we didn't.''
The Racers competed in nine matches
in the fall before winter break and they
have since bad three meets during the
spring semester. Coming into sectionals,
the rifle team produced two scores in the
last two weeks that will be used to qualify for the NCAA Championships.
At the Roger Withrow Invitational Jan.
27·29, Murray State won with an aggregate score of 4,654 out of a possible
4,800. This score topped the R;1cers' previous best of 4,648 against Alaska-Fairbanks Nov. 21 and will serve as the team's
best home score.
The two best marks on the road came
at Tennessee Tech's Newkirk Invitational Jan. 22 and at Jacksonville State Oct.
29. Murray State scored 4,659 and 4,644
in the two meets, respectively.
Proctor said she does not know exactly
what other teams have done around the
country, but she is confident of her
team's scores.
"I think the scores will fare pretty
well," she said. "It's hard to say because
it's a new process and a new system. It's
hard to really look and see exactly what
everyone is doing to know for sure, but I
would say we rank among the top
schools."
Wednesday the team shot an air rifle
final where the participants shoot one
shot at a time and the scores are read
aloud. Proctor said all big competitions
like the Olympics and NCAA Championships have a fmal, and the Ohio Valley
Conference Championships also will
have a final.
She said shooting a final in practice
gives the rifle team a chance to work on
dealing with the pressures associated
with knowing how well a team is shooting compared with everyone else.
Freshman Joe Shane said he feels confident going into the sectionals his team
will make the NCAA Championships.
/ "I know I'm feeling good about it,"
phane said. "I may not qualify to go to the
NCAAs, but I'm sure with the team we've
Igot, I'm positive we're going to make it. I
!have no doubts about it."
Shane will shoot at 8 a.m. today
because he has drill for the National
Guard this weekend. He participates in
the ROTC at Murray State and did so at
pis high school in Poplar Rluff, Mo.
The Racers shoot 8 a.m. Saturday, and
sectionals last until Sunday. Other teams
boming to Murray for the competition
krc West Virginia, Kentucky, Memphis
and Tennessee-Martin.
Following the sectionals, the Racers
will shoot in the OVC Championships
Feb. 18·19 at Tennessee-Martin. Jacksonville State won the championship last
season, and Murray State won the year
before in 2004.
The rifle team will also have to play the
waiting game to see whether or not they
make the NCAA Championships in Colorado Springs, Colo., for a chance to win
their fourth national title.
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Mick's Maniacs pretend to ignore Jacksonville State's starting lineup before the Racers' 78-72 win Saturday at the RSEC.

'Death Valley' beckons Racers
Fans must wait 'til Feb. 18 for home game
Tommy Dillard
Assistant Sports Editor
tdillard@chenews.org

The last time the men's ba.o;ketball
team faced Morehead State, chants
of "up by 50" rang out through the
Regional Special Events Center as
the Racers reveled in its biggest victory of the season, a 92-40 pounding
of the Eagles.
Saturday, the Racers pay a return
visit to Morehead as part of its annual Death Valley road swing to east·
ern Kentucky.
Not much has changed since the
first meeting of the two MSUs this
season. The Racers have continued
to roll through the Ohio Valley Conference, and Morehead has continued to occupy the cellar of the conference. Until Monday night, the
Eagles had scored only one OVC win
this season, a 60-55 victory at Southeast Missouri State.
As of Jan. 30, the Eagles boasted an
RPI ranking of 326 out of 334 NCAA
Division 1 teams.
All of this is not to say, however,
that Morehead State has not
improved this year. After having sev·
eral close calls against top OVC
teams, the Eagles finally put aU the
pieces together Monday night and
pulled an upset on the road against
rival Eastern Kentucky, demanding
to be taken seriously by the Racers
and the rest of the conference.
Not only did Morehead beat the
Colonels in Richmond, the Eagles
won by 12 points and scored 76, the
highest number of points the Eagles
have scored all season.
Before the loss, Eastern Kentucky
held fourth place in the OVC with a
7-6record.
The win against the Colonels did
not come as a complete shock, however. Within the last month, Morehead has caused three upper-echelon
OVC teams to sweat, pla>•ing Samford, Tennessee Tech and the
Colonels all to within three points or
fewer at Jonnson Arena.
"They've been extremely competitive at home," Cronin said. ''For our
guys, we h:lVc the mental barrier of
realizing this is a different ball team.

Senior guard Darnell Hopkins looks for an open teammate as
Jacksonville State's Walker Russell comes in to guard him.
Two months ago was the last time
we played them. They're a bunch of
freshmen who have taken some
lumps and found a way to be com·
petitive, which is a credit to their
kids, the way they've bung in there."
Junior forward Shaun Williams
leads the Eagles, averaging 17.4
points per game and grabbing 63
rebounds. Williams, a transfer from
Des Moines Area Community College, is in his first season at Morehead State and has surprised the

ovc.

After the Morehead State contest,
the Racers play only four more
games before the OVC Tournament.
The Racers must travel to Tennessee
State and Tennessee Tech and face
ESPN Bracket Buster opponent Illinois-Chicago and Tennessee-Martin
at home.
The OVC Tournament begins
with the quarterfinal round Feb. 28.
Each of the top four teams in the
conference will host a quarterfinal.
At his weekly press conference,
Crorun talked about the need for his
team to continue to execute in close

games in order to win out and claim
the OVC regular season title.
..You win a lot of close ones. then
you look up at where we're at 13-2 (in
the OVC) and you have to continue
to win them:· Cronin said. "That's
going to be the difference betwt•en
us finishing first or finishing second.
"Samford's been able to win some
close ones as well. We've kind of
separated ourselves into a two-horse
race. We're going to have some close
ones here down the stretch. and we
have to stay together and execute at
the end of games."
The Racers did just that ns it took
on Jacksonville State Saturday and
defeated the Gamecocks, 78-72. Jacksonville State led the Racers at the
5:19 mark. 64-63, but the Racer
defense toughened and held the
Gamecocks to 2-11 shooting the
remainder of the game.
"We basically tried to fllCUS on
playing hard. and we came through
at the end of the game,'' sophomore
forward Justin Orr said. "We hod a
stretch where we caused turnovers,
and stopped fouling so much. We

had to put it together. It was tough
down the stretch but we hit big shots
and caused turnovers."
Murray State took control of the
game early, going on an 11-4 run after
it fought to an early 16-14 advantage.
Orr and junior forward Shawn Witherspoon connected on back-to-back
three pointers to grow the Racer
lead to 27·18. The Gamecocks gained
one point on the Racers in the
remainder of the first half, and Murray State took a 42-34 lead into halftime.
The Racers extended their lead to
51-39 at the 16:25 mark, but Jacksonville State needed less than a
minute to slice the Racer lead down
to five points. The Gamecocks continued to chip away at the Murray
State lead, and when senior guard
B.J. Spencer nailed his fourth threepointer of the game, the Gamecocks
took a 63-61 lead.
At that point, Cronin re-inserted
the foul-troubled Witherspoon into
the lineup and watched his defense
step up. Along with the 'D', Witherspoon connected on a three, which
was followed by a Pearson Griffith
block that led to a Trey Pearson layup, giving the Racers a 69-64 lead
that it would not lose.
"' knew with about 5:20 left, I had
to put Spoon back in the game,"
Cronin said. "I was thinking it was
either now or never, and I didn't
want to wait in ca.<;e we got down
seven or eight points. He's a redshirt
junior, so he knew how to handle the
situation- playing without fouling."
Witherspoon paced the Racers
with 16 points and seven rebounds
and went two of three from beyond
the arc. Orr added 13 points, and
Griffith came up a basket shy of a
double-double as he contributed
eight points and nabbed 11 rebounds.
Senior guard Walker Russell led
the way for the Gamecocks, scoring
21 points and collecting six
rebounds.
Before taking on Morehead State,
the Racers traveled to Eastern Kentucky Thursday. Game results and
statistics were not av:tilable at press
time. Game time at Morehead is 6:45
p.m. Saturday.

The Sports Line...
TV Events
Tonight: NBC @ 7 p.m.
XX Olympic Winter Games
Opening Ceremony
Saturday: CBS @ noon
NCAA Basketball
Duke at Maryland

Saturday: NBC @ 7 p.m.
XX Olympic Winter Games
Turin, Italy
Sunday: ESPN @ 5 p.m.
NFL Pro Bowl
AFC vs. NFC

Murray State Events
Saturday: Track @ 11 a.m
Greencastle, Ind.
DePauw Invitational

Saturday: W BBall @ 4:30 p.m.
Ellis T. Johnson Arena
Murray State at Morehead State

Saturday: M Tennis @ TBA
Advantage Court & Fitness
Murray State at Southern Ind.

Thursday: M BBall @ 6:45 p.m.
Ellis T. johnson Arena
Murray State at Morehead State
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Poor officiating
scars playoffs,
Super Bowl
If 1 hear the football gods were looking
Jown on Jerome Bettis one more time, I
think rm going to be sick.
Actually, I've been sick since Steeler
defensive lineman Kimo VonOelhoffen
grabbed Carson Palmer's leg and rammed
his sbould~r into it, effectively paving the
road for Pittsburgh to move deeper into
the playoffs.
I'm not going to go so far as to say Seattle lost the Super Bowl because of officiating, but the referees nixed any opportunity the Seahawks had. In fact, poor officiating marred the entire playoffs, and it's
something the league must look into.
After getting past
the Bengals, the refs
almost robbed the
Steelers in their
Divisional
game
against Indianapolis.
Long-haired Troy
Polamalu made a
sweet diving interception on Peyton
Manning that was
overturned because
he suppos-edly did
not have possession.
Steeler linebacker
Nathan
Joey Porter had Clinkenbeard
another idea of the
Sports Editor
interception, citing
his opinion of the NFL wanting Indianapolis in the Super Bowl. Despite being a trash
talker, Porter had a point.
Then there was the Super Bowl. The
thing that should burn Seahawks fans is
their team played well enough to win the
game. The entire night, a hungry group of
Se ahawks pushed around Pittsburgh,
which is known as a physical team.
Known as the 12th man. Seattle fans
greeted their team after the Super Bowl
with a rally. One fan held a sign proclaiming, "The Steelers 12th man wears stripes."
I'm not saying the referees were favoring
Pittsburgh because that's not the point.
The point is, in an NFL Championship
game, the men in black and white were
horrible over and over and over again.
John Madden said early in the game
how an aU-star crew of refs were officiating the game. Sixty minutes of football
later, Madden could have said it was an
all-star crew for a Pop Warner game.
With no score· in the first quarter, Seattle drove to the Pittsburgh 16-yard line and
had a first down. Quarterback Matt Hassetback bought time in the pocket and
fired a perfect strike to Darrell Jackson in
the end zone. Touchdown Seahawks, 7·0
lead, right? Wrong.
The Pittsburgh defender looks at the
ref, motion!~ for him to throw a flag, and
then the ref decides to call offen~ive pass
interference. I make the comment "Arc
the players going to call this game,"
because that's what it looked like. Jackson
extended an arm. but he barely made contact and certainly did not push off. Seattle
settles for a field goal.
I'm not going to nitpick at the call on
Ben Roethlisberger's touchdown in the
second quarter. It looked like he was
pushed back and tackled before he could
get across the line. Honestly, I don't know
if there was conclusive evidence to say it
wasn't a touchdown. It was that close, but
it certainly was controversial.
Then there was the beginning of the
fourth quarter. The entire game changed
from two successive drives by the two
teams. Down 14-10, Hasselback completes
a pass to Jerramy Stevens to the Pitts·
burgh goal line. With the NFL's all-time
single season touchdown record holder on
your team, it's a guaranteed touchdown,
right? Wrong again.
There's a flag. Seattle's Sean Locklear is
called on one of the most phantom holding
calls I've seen. There was no holding, and
there was no Seattle comeback because
three plays later Hasselback throws an
interception to Ike Taylor setting up the
worst call of the night.
Hasselback winds up diving at Taylor's
legs and cutting under him to complete a
tackle. It was perfectly legal, but the refs
had other ideas. Personal foul, 15 yards for
an illegal block below the waist. I can't
explain it either.
This just epitomized the entire playoffs
for the referees because guys who are supposed to be getting it right were constantly getting it wrong.
We always talk about players choking in
pressure situations, but right now, the
focus should be on the NFL's referees.
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Racers face crucial
Morehead matchup
AutumnBoaz
Staff Writer
aboaz@lthenews.org

With five regular season games
remaining, the Racers find them·
selves in a tie for seventh place in a
fight to stay amongst the top teams
in t~e Ohio Valley Conference to
claim a spot in the OVC tournament.
Murray State and Eastern Kentucky share seventh place with
matching 6-8 records in the OVC.
Morehead State sits in the eighth
position with a 5-8 record and will
host Murray State Saturday at Elis T.
Johnson Arena.
"Morehead State is a team that has
had a long break," Head Coach Joi
Felton said in Monday's press conference. "They've had a lot of rest.
It's a team that we beat here, so
they're going to be hungry. Among
the three of us, somebody's going to
be out at the end, and we want to
make sure we do what we need to do
to stay in contention."
fn the Racers' previous game with
Morehead State, Murray State came
out with a 85-74 victory, the team's
first OVC win of the season.
Junior forward Joi Scott led the
team with 30 points and 13 rebounds,
giving her a double-douhle in her
Racer debut on Dec. 10.
Junior Erica Gordian said Morehead State would remember its last
meeting with the Racers.
"I expect that they'll be hungry t~l
get revenge on us since we beat
them the first time here," Gordian
said. "1 expect them to come out and,
and play hard and be aggressive."
After beating Tennessee Tech,
who sits in first place, and thirdplace Samford, the Racers dropped
two games to Austin Peay (8-6) and
Jacksonville State (7-8) and are now
hoping to regain focus.
"Coming off those two big wins
that we had again~t Tennessee Tech
and Samford, we felt really good
going into the Austin Peay game and
the Jacksonville State game," Felton
said. "All of a sudden, it felt like we
took two steps forward and three
steps back."
Although Felton said she was
pleased with the recent wins, the
victories may not have been completely advantageous for the Racers.
"We haven't won anything yet,
and I tried to get that across to them
and not take away from their confidence.'' Felton said. "I want to let
them know that what we did was
very good and that success was
something that was going to build
our program. We just had a lot of
mental breakdowns in the last two
games, especially at Austin Peay.''
Freshman guard Amber Guffey led
the Racers with 14 points in the 8264 loss to the Governors.
Austin Peay jumped out to an
early lead and with 8:21 remaining in
the first half, the Govs had given

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

themselves a comfortable advantage
with a 32-12 lead.
The next 11 points were placed nn
the visiting side of the scoreboard,
and by halftime, the Racers had cut
the lead down to seven points (3730). However, the SC\'Cn·point
deficit only increased during the st•cond half when Austin Peay open\!d
the half with a 17-8 run making the
score 56-39. The Govs kept the lead
in double digits for the remainder of
the game.
"We had a very disappointing
effort at Austin Peay," Felton said.
"We started out in a great big hole.
Both teams were a little kthargic at
the beginning. (Gov) Ashley Haynes
set a record on us. It was not a good
night shooting-wise or defensively."
In Saturday's game against }a<.·ksonville State the Gamecocks came
out ~trong in the first minutes of the
game and jumped out to a 15-2 lead
over the Racers.
But the Racers fought back to tic
the game 25-25 at 4:59 in the first
half. The Racers finished the first
half two points behind the Gamecocks.
Jacksonville State again dominated the opening minutes of the half
and quickly jumped out to a sevenpoint lead {36-29). Murray State
regained the lead after a 12-l run,
which made the score 41-37 with
15:53 left in the half.
After eight lead changes throughout the game, the Racers were
unable to claim the final lead change.
Although Saturday's efforts were
an improvement from Thursday's
outing, Felton said her team's mistakes were made during vital
moments. and were something they
would have to learn to prevent .
"There wen· some good things in
that game, but after looking at thL~
tape, we found that we made some
critical, critical errors, "Felton said.
"That's just something we've got to
work on to get hctter for when wc'n•
in those situations."
Scott led the team with 23 points.
She also chipped in a season-high 16
rebounds.
Felton said the team has to take
advantage of the remaining games to
advance to the OVC tournament in
Nashville.
"We talked nbout (staying in contention for a tournament berth) tht.•
other night," Felton said. "I've played
in the OVC tournament in my other
two years here, and I don't plan on
missing it, so we're going to do all
we can to take care of business."
In the remaining four games of the
season the Racers will take on Tennessee State (0·14), Eastern Illinois
(9-5), Tennessee Tech (12-3) and
Tennes~ee
Martin (4-10). The
O'Reilly OVC Tournament begins
Tuesday, Feb. 28.
Results of Thursday's game at
Eastern Kentucky were not available.

pholo'> l1y N.1th o~n Clinkcnhc,ltdl //w i\J('V\5

Junior forward Joi Scott backs down a Jacksonville State
d efender en route to 23 points and 16 rebounds, her highest
rebound total of the season. The Gamecocks won 69-63.

Junior guard Ashley Brooke Hayes dribbles around the
perimeter as senior forward jessie Hirsch sets a pick for ber.
Hayes scored eight points and grabbed four rebounds for the
Racers as it took on Jacksonville State Saturday night at RSEC.

Track teams stage strong performance at DePauw
Tommy DiUard

Ch:wis said. "It's great to
have him on the team. He's a
tdillard(wthenews.org
great kid, and we e::..-pect a
lot in the future from him."
The Murray State track
Scnlor Lauren Wilson set
teams
continued
their the pace for the women and
indoor pursuits last week- scored first- and secondend at DePauw University's place finishes. She took first
Tiger Indoor Invitational in out of 12 women in the 800,
winning with a time of
Greencastle, Ind.
For the men, it was the 2:26.31. Wilson ran the oneLee McGinnis show. The mile run in 5:19.48, good
sophomore runner fmished enough for second place out
in the top three in two of 14 runners.
Also turning in a strong
events, including a firstplace finish in the 400-meter performance for the women
dash. McGinnis won the 400 was freshman Kristen Heckout of 17 runners. finishing ert, who finished second in
in 50.20 seconds. He also the 3,000 with a time of
took third out of 43 competi- . 10:39.66.
tors in the 200, finishing in
"Lauren Wilson and Kristen Heckert have worked
22.88 seconds.
Head
Coach Dcreck hard all year," Chavis s:1id.
"Lauren is a senior, and she's
Chavi~ said he feels fortunate to have McGinnis on been a great leader for us.
the team and is proud of his Kristen is a freshman just
becoming accustomed to
progress.
"Lee's dad was an All- distance running, and they
American at MSU, so he def- arc both now at the top of
initely has a history and a their events in the league."
As a team, the women finnatural base to work from,"
Assistant Sports Editor

ished fourth in the mt•ct out
of 15 participuting universities. The University of Indianapolis won the invitation·
al with a score of 1(,8.50.
Southern Illinois came in
second, and Monmouth fi nished third. Finishing fi fth
through 14th were l.inds~y
Wilson, Wittenberg, He llarmine, franklin , M:trian,
Vincennes, Butle r, Moun t
Saint joseph, North~~ rn K~n 
tucky,
DePauw
nnd
Louisville.
The men took eighth pl,tcc
out of 17 compl.•ting tl'ams.
Monmouth won tht' meet
with 136 points. Indianapolis, Lindsey Wilson, Rend
Lake, Vincennes, Dl'P~mw ,
Southern Illinois and the
Racers followed . W itte nbt•rg, Marian, Northern K~n
tucky, Franklin. Bdl:trmine.
Brooks/ Run-Insight, Mount
Saint Joseph, Butler and
Louisville rounded out the
bottom half of the mt•c t.
Chavis said he is happy
with the way the tcarn is

•••••••••••••••••••••
C all (270)753-0859 for d e tails
1'

......

Bridge
finished
Eboni
fourth , Sl"Vt·nth nnd ninth,
t•cspcctivcly, ~~ut of 30 competitors. Joseph ran the 55 in
7.46 wh ile Jackslln a nd
Bridge earned tunes of 7.55
nnd 7.65, respectively.
llridgc ab(l finished sixth
out oi 3S with u 27.44-scconJ
200-metcr.
Senior T ri'ita Curtis 11nishcd fourth in the 600 out
o f II wirh a tinw of 1:48.38
:md senitJr Megan Rninvilll'
took fifth an the SClUO with .;1
time of 20:.3(,,89.
Freshman f\l ~tggic McKay
jum ped 152 ml'ters in the
high jump, good enough for
third o ut or 10 while fellow
freshman Alici11 Te mpe l
flltlk third in thL· pole vault,
vaulting 2.90 meters. Sopho·
more Dominiqul' Robinson
placed sixth in both the shot
put and thl' weight throw.
The Racers return to
DePauw this weekend for
thL• DcPJuw Invitational Saturday. The mee t begins w ith
fieiJ events at II a.m.

An~m~

'Jfte 'Wild cqspberry
••••••••••••••••••••
Come Scrapbook with us
all Day Crop
Feb 18th 9:00-6:00

progrcssin~. hut that everyone is s till at difft·rcnt
stages.
"They' re definitely going
through a learning c urve
right now," he said. "Some
freshme n arc perfo rming
outstanding right now. Some
have to get their fL't' l o n the
ground rwryonc's un d ifferent stages, not just freshmen but uppcrdassmcn, wu.
1 think it will nil wot k out at
t•hampiunship time,"
T he men also enjoyed
solid performances from
senio rs John Gorey and
Ch ris Champion. Gorey took
seventh plilce out of 19 runners in the 5000-mctcr, fin·
ishing w ith n tinll~ o f
l5:46.li7. Champion fin ic;hcd
fi fth out of2H in the shot put
with a ,iista nce of 14.13
meters and sixth out o f 22 in
the. weigh t t hrow.
Several freshmen pcrfurmed wl'll ft~ r thl' women
in the shnrter distance races.
In th~ SS, freshmen Olivi::l
Joseph. Brimny J;tcks\m and

• .h,clr~ • 'likk

~ Nutrena

nul

Hu leu Equipmeu1 • I I<~ ne .~ )ani
1\mr • 'Jin,. & Sh111l.ACOUSTIC & ELECTRIC GUITARS
~:IJ!,~-...:;;;, AMPS - KEYBOARDS & MORE

mainstreetguitars.com
Tuesday - Friday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m • Saturday 12 p.m. - 4 p.m

705 ;\lain ~~ . (l .~ . h1ll)
llazel. K) 410 1<1
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Fishing forms
bonds with
family, friends

Scooter Owens brings the ball up the court for Hart
against WKCTC, a community college in Paducah.

Hart falls against
West Kentucky,
looks to rematch
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
n~:link1mbeard@thenews.org

When Hart College's
men's basketball team takes
on West Kentucky Commu·
nity and Technical College
Monday night it will have
the thought of losing a 12point lead fresh in mind.
At the Regional Special
Events Center Feb. 2, Hart
College lost 72-70 in the first
of a two-game series with
WKCTC. This time, the
nine-man team must travel
to Paducah to try and even
the series.
Hart College Athletics
Director Matt Whitaker said
the game was exciting to be
a part of and he looks forward to the final matchup
Monday.
"It was a great game, up

and down the floor, and we
were
pretty
evenly
matched," Whitaker said. "It
was 72-70 w·ith seven seconds to go. we went the
length of the tloor and
missed the shot to tic it."
Hart's leading scorer,
Wesley Pitts, took the final
shot just inside the thn.'c·
point line but could not hit
the basket to send the game
into overtime. Pitts finished
the game with 20 points.
Whitaker said a close game
could prove helpful to his
team in intramural play.
"I think playing in a tight
game was helpful," Whitaker
said. "Even though we didn't
hit the shot we still got the
shot we wanted. He got a
good look. but it just didn't
fall."
Whitaker and his team
decided to start the game in

phf)tus by R.1shod

T.1~ lor/The

New'

Wesley Pitts, leading scorer for Hart College, attempts to get to the basket against West Kentucky Community and Technical College. Hart saw
a 12-point lead dissipate as it fell to WKCTC, 72-70 Monday night.

a man-to-man defense but
quickly realized their opponents were faster and more
athletic resulting in an early
deficit. Hart switched to a 23 zone then to a 1-3·1 zone to
negate West Kentucky's
speed.
The defensive switch
worked as Hart went up by
as many as 12 in the second
half with about seven min·
utes to play. West Kentucky
eventually began a comeback with time winding
down. Their momentum was
fueled by Hart player Matt
Weaver's technical foul.
Endurance was a problem
for Hart's nine guys bccau~e
four guys had four fouls, and
the game had two 20·minute
halves with no media timeouts like in regular college
game:;.
Whitaker said his guys

were completely worn out
coming down the stretch,
leading to fouls and West
Kentucky's run to win the
game.
"We had never plarcd a
game that long before so we
were
really
winded,"
Whitaker said. "We're just
not used to that. Some of our
guys play twice ~~ Wel'k,
Tuesday and Thursday
nights.
"They were in a lot better
,:;hape than we were. Part of
it, at the end of the game we
ran out of gas. and that's
when the fouls really start
coming. Hopefully we'll be
better prepared fur that
Monday."
Whitaker said it took his
team a little while to get
used to the depth perception
in the RSEC. Hart plays its
intramural games at Carr

Health and Racer Arena, and
they boasted a 3-0 record
hcfore Thursday's game.
which was not available at
press time.
The senior from Cynthianu played limited minutes
but instead coached on the
sidelines so he could get a
better feel as to how the
game was playing out.
Whitaker said West Kentucky Head Coach Don But·
ler was pleased with the
competition they received.
"He.was thrilled," Whitak·
er said. "He said we were the
best team they had played.
We kept up with them even
though they were in bl.'tter
shape than we were. He was
very pleased with the level
of competition we gave
them."
Monday's rematch begins
at 7:30 p.m. in Paducah.

Tennis teams open season with Memphis, SYcamores
AutumnBoaz
Staff Writer
aboaz@tlwne-.vs.org

The men's and women's tennis
teams open the 2006 spring ~cason
this weekend. Sunday, the women's
team plays host to the University of
Memphis, and the men's team opens
the season today at Indiana State
University.
Men's Head Coach Mel Purcell
said Indiana State would pose a chal·
lenge for his team's opening weekend.
"Indiana State's always been like a
top 50 team over the years, so it's
really good for me to schedule top
ranked teams early in the year for
our guys to get a good feel on what
competition is," Purcell said. "The

OVC is not as strong as team's we
play early in the year,"
The men's team consists of nine
players, including junior transfer student Dmytro Hryhorash.
Purcell said he expects Hryhorash
and senior Fadi Zamjaoui to fulfill
the roles as the one and two players
in the six-player competition. However, he said the 3·6 players would
determine the team's fate.
After finishing 3·5 in the Ohio Valley Conference last season and being
eliminated in the first round of the
OVC tournament, Purcell said he
hopes this year will be better.
"I'm looking forward to (the season)," Purcell said .. " Last year, we
started off kind of strong. We beat
Butler early in the year, and then. we
just got down mentally and physical-

ly and we just started losing. We got
used to losing."
However, the women's team holds
last season in high regard after finishing 8-1 in the OVC and advancing
to the OVC championship match.
This year's team consists of ~ix
players. making injuries a threat to
the team's effectiveness.
Women's Head Coach Connil'
Keasling said her team focused on
methods of injury prevention during
the off-season.
With only one !'enior on the team,
she said experience would be an
issue that she hoped taking the sea:;on in slow strides would help.
Although she expects improvement throughout the season. her new
recruits, freshmen Adriana Alvarc7.
and Anm· Pennington. should help

begin the season with stronK doubk's competition.
"Right now. we're really hoping
that we can do real well on the doubles, because the freshmen that I
brought in are very strong doubles
players," Keasling said.
Junior Anna Lask said the fall season gave the Racers a preview of the
spring season.
"I think we're all ready for the
spring to start,'' junior Anna I.ask
said. ''We've played our competition
because some of the schools we
played in the fall. Some of the players
we're going to play in the spring. we
actually got to see in the fall tournaments so I think we're all ready to
play. We know what to expect and
how to prepare for it.''
Sunday's match begins at II a.m.

In my opinion, many of society's ills
could be healed if more families would
take up the sport of fishing. When I was a
child, my parents took me fishing often,
and those experiences led to a lifetime of
enjoyment.
Along with serving as a wholesome
activity that friends and family can enjoy,
fishing can foster family traditions and
provide memories that make life more
fun. Unlike many other sports, there is no
generation gap in fishing.
For example, my granddad, my dad and
I began fishing together when I was only
4 or 5, and it provided an opportunity to
develop strong family bonds.
Fishing also gives
anglers the opportu·
nity to become mentors to young people.
Besides my parents, some of my
favorite fishing role
models in my early
years were Annette
Smith, Secret York
and Alice Johnson.
These women were
members of the Bass
'n' Gals bass club.
which put on a
Warren
youth tournament
King
each summer on
Outdoor
Kentucky Lake.
columnist
At the first Bass 'n'
Gals tournament I participated in, 1 got
second place, and I've been hooked on
fishing ever si nce. The Bass 'n' Gals
worked hard to make sure all the children
who participated in their tournament had
a positive experience whether they
caught any .fish or not. They had a cookout, gave prizes and made every child feel
like a winner.
Events like these youth tournaments
are a great way for kids to meet other kids
who have a passion for the sport of fishing. The friendships made while fishing
are ones that usually last a lifetime.
As 1 grew o lder, I had other mentors
who taught me a great deal about fishing.
Rodney Hairgrove, a guide on Kentucky
Lake, has taught me many techniques to
improve my fishing skills.
Rodney and 1 have targeted many different species together. We have spent
countless hours on the lake in late winter,
sinking brush and other structures to fish
around the following spring and summer.
We have logged many hours tracking
down the elusive tournament sized largemouth bass as wl'll.
The old saying "Watch and Jearn'' comes
to mind when I think about fishing with
Rodney. I sit back and just watch as he
presents h is lure to the fish and tries to
mimic the baitfish the larger fish are feeding upon. He seems to almost be one with
the fish in a Zen-like way.
Rodney always lends a helping hand to
anyone wanting to get a start in fishing,
and I hope l can be a great mentor like him
to my younger friends and relatives to
keep my family's fishing legacy going.
1 would like to express my deepest gratitude to the people who have guided me
through my fishing experiences. I hope to
maybe return the favor to the upcoming
generations to keep this great sport alive
and thriving throughout the community.
Without people like Annette Smith,
Alice Johnson, Secret York and Rodney
Hairgrove fishing's future would not shine
as brightly as it docs now. I see a great
future in the sport and in the bonds that it
makes within a circle of family and
friends.
'

Warren King is the outdoor columnist at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to wking@thenews.org.
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Con tact Lenses
• Treatment of Eye
lnfections
• Walk-Ins Welcome
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Ufestyles Editor: Janel Robh
Assistant lifestyles Editor: Elizabeth Cawein
Phone: 762-i-168

'Where
the rubber
meets
the road'
Story and photos
by El~zabeth Cawein
This is tlw second story in a two-part series.
To read the first installment, visit thenews.org.
They are found behind closed studio doors,
holed up in labs or locked away in dark
rooms.
While many students sleep, they put finishing touches on sculptures and paintings or
develop photos.
rn an art major's final two years of undergraduate study, inspiration, invention and
motivation meet as students begin creating a
body of work and figuring out where their
degrees may take them.
Unlike many of his peers, art was a lateblooming Jove in John Wall's life. Wall, junior
from Murray, began his freshman year at
Murray State as a graphic communication
management major who hoped to dabble in
design.
"I carne in with a major that I had no idea
what it was," Wall said. "Once l got into the
classes, I realized it really wasn't what I
wanted to do."
Wall set the gears in motion to change
directions, but it wasn't a straight shot to the
art department. He first spent time in music
and advertising. Wall enrolled in his first art
courses last semester and discovered his path
again would be diverted
"I actually was planning to do photography, but you have to have these introduction
classes in art history," Wall said. "The ftrst
one is prehistoric to the beginning of the
Renaissance, and I fell in love. I never missed
a class, and I actually wanted to go. 1 thought,
if 1 can get a career in something this interesting, then l would be happy for the rest of
my life."
After studying abroad in Italy this summer,
Wall intends to apply for internships in metropolitan areas like BoRton, Chicago and New
York, with hopes something long-term could
develop.
For now, he's enjoying soaking up as much
knowledge as possible.
"(My favorite thing) is learning, actually,"
Wall said. "I'm' particularly interested in
Greek and Renaissance art, and when I can
walk through a store and see a piece of art
and ... know what it is, where it is, when it
was done, who created it. It's not just, 'Oh. Erin Jones, senior from Nashville, spends most of her time behind these window s, w hich fine her o n-campus studio space.
that's pretty.' It's neat to know why and how
Some people, like Wall, change majors. Some
"This next semester and summer are a chance much you accomplish, where you'll go afterpeople just change their minds.
to really see what l'm made of and what I can ward."
something was made."
Erin J<mes, senior from Nashville, is proof thar produce," Jones said. "I'd like to have a solo show
Wall said the transition to art from his grab
As for where she will go from here, she hopes
bag of majors was truly a leap.
even students who don't switch majors still can that [can be proud of, because it is hard to be sat· to continue painting, work that can be put in galisfied with a lot of the work you do.
lerics or portraiture, and work with students part
"It was very odd, especially my frrst draw- alter their paths completely.
An art education major with an emphasis in
"Sometimes, it's not quite there, it's never quite time in seminar-style settings.
ing class which was at 7:30 in the morning,"
·'t worried abuut (employment) more before I
Wall said. "I wasn't used to having classes painting, Jones said there was a time when she there. I have a ratio in my head of how many I'd
met some artists who arc doing what I want to do
that early, and it's out of the traditional sitting wanted to teach high school to "change the like to be happy with once they're all up there."
Jones said during an art student's third and and are successful, and they gave me great confiat your desk and taking notes style of learn- world." Now, she thinks she'll stick to creating
fourth years, they develop a body of work and an dence and encouragement," Jones said.
ing. It was, 'I'm going to sho"•' you something, and let teaching be secondary.
No matter what stereotypes exist about the art
Jones, whose father is an illustrator, grew up in artist's statf!mcnt to accompany that work.
and you're going to create.'"
"It's really where the rubber meets the road in community, she said ~ach bachelor of fine arts
After spending so much time in different an artistic home.
"From an early age, if there was a loose terms of creation," she said.
graduate will chart a completely different course.
departments, Wall said there is a certain attiThough free time isn't completely nonexistent
''I have a friend graduating with a BFA who's
tudinal difference that puts artists in their moment my mom would stick a pencil in my
hand if we were out somewhere and I would in Jones's life, most of her hours are consumed.
own sphere.
going to be an umpire, I have a friend graduating
"I think you'll find with juniors and seniors with a BFA who's going to be a restaurant owner,
"Art majors seem a little more laid back," entertain myself drawing," Jones said. "I liked
Wall said. "It's not so fast-paced. I think it's investigating things and figuring out how they they're committed to what they're doing, and but they had that experience," Tones said. ''I
they're creating all the time." Jones said. "There guess we're all kind of exceptions.
because art majors, when they get into their worked and drawing them."
With strong aptitudes in both creative and is so much background work involved- if you're There's no real rule in the
emphasis, are really doing what they want to
education, Tones chose Murray State's art cduca- not painting, you're working on fmding idea~ and art department."
do.
"'People say, 'Oh, you just draw' or 'You tion program because it is highly art-centered.
things that inspire you.
With a December graduation on the horizon,
"An art major has to be really self-motivated.
just take pictures,' but it's really much more
Once you choose an emphasis it is up
than that. I probably have just as much going there arc two major projects on Jones's plateon as everyone else, but I don't stress because her solo show and student teaching, which both to you what your work
occur in the fall.
ethic is, how
I love what I'm doing."

John Wall, junior from Murray, hopes to use his art history emphasis to work in a gallery or as a curator.
l
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d=e-ek 'Waiting for

Godot' opens at Playhouse in Park

Women's tennis

9 a.m., MSU vs. Uni- Casey Northcutt
Staff Writer
versity of Memphis
cnorthcutt@thenew:..org
2 p.m., MSU vs. Belmont, Kcnlake
Two peoplt! sit on a park
bench day after day. They disMovie
cuss God and philosophy, enter7:30 p.m., Cinema tain each other and express frusInternational, ..The tration, but mostly they just wait
Lost Boys of Sudan," and wait and wait for Godot.
tonight and Saturday,
Thus goes the plot of Playadmission free
house in the Park's new production, "Waiting for Godot." Murray State alumnus Jeremy
Osborne directs and plays
Motocross
7:30 p.m., adults $10, Vladimir in the minimalist show.
"That's pretty much the entire
children $5, students
plot," Osborne said. ''They just
$8, Expo Center
sit there and talk for two hours."
The director said the play centers around two characters.
Server training
S
T . .
Vladimir and Estragon. Murray
1. p.mA.,I erhvclr Rramtlng State alumna Tracy Franklin
E
m
co o
egu aS
.
. h
tions, Curris Center p 1ays stra~on. omettme tn t e
B kl R
past, the patr met a man named
ar ey oom
Godot who told them to wait on
the bench for him to return. So,
_....,=oo;;;;:.=;;;;;;;;,o..__ they sit and wait, discussing life
Play
and philosophy, but the man
9:30 a.m., "Wiley and never shows.
the Hairy Man," $2
"The important part of the
general admission.
students free, Lovett
Auditorium

• Saturday

• Sunday

e MOnday

Waltblg for Godot
When:

7:30 tol)igbt and. Saturday
night, 2 p.IIJ. Sunday
Where:
Playhouse in the Park

Admission;
Children $7. Students with
Racercard S8. Seniors $9.

Adults $10
show is the repetitivt· nature of
the dialogue of the two characters - how they make the same
mistakes day after dar.'' Osborne
said.
Godot frequently sends a messenger boy to Vladimir and
Estragon bearing news that he
v.ill come soon and instills them
with hope.
However, the days pass and
the two continue to wait. Only
the spontaneous appearance of a
master and slave break the
monotony.

Pozzo and Lucky, the two new
characters, entertain and add
absurdist dialogue to the scenes,
but eventually, they leave the
park bench duo to wait for
Godnt.
"He represents that person or
that thing that everyone is waiting for," Osborne said.
Samuel Beckctt,composed the
piece in the 1950s as a commentary on human nature and how
people simply wait for something to happen in their lives
instead of making things happen
for themselves.
The play includes a large
amount of philosophy, leading
people to speculate that Godot
represents God. Beckett vehemently refuted that statement
and said, "Godot is a man. He is
nothing more than that."
However, the author acknowledged that even he couldn't
identify the character.
"It's
very
ambiguous,"
Osborne said. ''It was specifical·
ly written to be ambiguous."
Tracy Franklin said although

the play tlbviously states that
people shouldn't wait for others
to fix their lives or to mnke them
worth something. it holds more
meaning than that for her.
"I think what the play docs a
really good job of is (showing)
the frustration and dcspc.!ration
of being stagnant in life,"
Franklin said.
She said because Estragon has
memory problems, people have
historically la~eled her as the
dumb half of the pair. However,
the actor said people misunderstand her character.
She docs display some intelligence by reminding Vladimir
that they had waited for Godot
the day before.
She also bl'eomes more frustrated and more miserable than
Vladimir, exhibiting more than
ditsy forgetfulness.
"If you really pay attention.
Estragon's the more witty of the
two," Franklin said.
Although the play addresses
the monotonous and depressing
issue of peoph.• and their tcnden-

cies to do nothing with themSI!lvcs, the script incorporates
humor and hope into the production.
Jeremy Osborne said many of
the lines contain wit as well as
wisdom, and the show relies
heavily on physical comedy.
Along with its simple plot,
"Waiting for Godot" uses a minimal set to unfold its story. The
show has one scene, which contains a parkbench that sits in
front of a tree on a road.
In this plain setting, Vladimir
and Estragtm fret, fight and philosophize to inspire audiences to
get up and quit waiting for their
own metaphorical Godots.
"There's so much truth about
frustration and d«!speration,"
Franklin said. "These two characters arc so beaten down, but
they find something to cling to. I
think the brain has a way of
clinging onto things that may not
be r:ttional, but they get you
through the moment, and that's
what the characters do so much
of."

• Tuesday

Students, faculty gather to focus minds with meditation

Play

Elizabeth Cawein

.9:30 a.m., "Wiley and Ao;sistant Lifestyles Editor
the Hairy Man," $2 ecawein@thenews.org
general
admission,
For many people, the word meditation
students free, Lovett
conjures
up visions of cross-legged flower
Auditorium
children with outstretched palms, humming "ohm" in unison.
Play
Peggy Schrock, associate professor of
7:30 p.m., "The Vagina Monologues," stu- art, said this image portrays just one of
dents $3, non-stu- dozens of misconceptions about meditadents $5, Wrather tion.
"Meditation right now is about where
Museum
roga was about 20 to 25 years ago."
said. "Most young people don't
•weAAessl~ Schrock
know this, but even about 25 years ago. to
Fun Flicks
just mention yoga had about the same
9 a.m., make a free
implications of mentioning meditation
music video, Curris
today.
Center Rocking Chair
"People thought it was some odd thing
Lounge
that an Indian guru did. Now, it's so commonplace. Just about everyone I know has
gone or goes to yoga."
Folldore Festival
Schrock, who lias·been meditating with
3 p.m.. College of Edu- dedication for about six }'Cars, said there is
cation Folklore Festi- nothing magical or mystical about the
val, AlcJ<ander HalJ
practice.
"You're practicing bl!ing rtiindful.''

• ThursdaL.

• Feb. l7

our conversations, we started saying,
'Wouldn't it be nice if we had a group for
this.'" Schrock said. "Eventually, they
stopped talking about it and just said, let's
• W~dnesdays,. 3:30 •p.m. for newdo it."
comers, 3:4S for regular attendees
There is no fee to join, and Schrock wel• More information at campus.mur- come..-. participants as often or as sporadically as they can attend. Schrock said a
ra)'$te.edu/orglmms
typical meeting consists of an opening
meditation, which lasts about 10 minutes,
guided discussion and a 15-minute closing
Schrock said. "You're practicing noticing meditation.
what your mind is doing. It teaches you to • "The purpose of the group is really just
live your life consciously instead of to be supports for one another," Schrock
responding to factors.
said. "People who are interested in medi"We tend to live our lives on automatic. tation fmd we tend to stick with it more
You can go through a whole day, and you and involve ourselves more when we do it
don't even remember what happened. You with others. and I think that's true for just
basically weren't conscious. You weren't .about anything people want to do."
aware and awake."
She said nttcnd;mce varies, peaking ncar
In spring 2005, Schrock and a small 10 participants, and anyone can attend. She
group of like-minded students decided it also said many participants already have
was time to create an opportunity for stu- reported noticeable effects of meditation.
dents to develop this increased sense of
"There are huge benefits that most of
awareness. The Murray Meditation Soci- our group have begun to notice," Schrock
ety sprang from that desire.
said. "The practice really isn't about the
"A number of students knew that I was short time you're meditating, It's about
involved with meditation .and just through how that affects your life. You start to

Murray Meditation Society

notice those effects usually within about a
month."
Jeff Stanley, senior from Mayfield. has
been practicing meditation with the group
since it began. Stanley said he'd read about
meditation before and was interested in
the possibility of exploring the practice
with a group.
"It takes a lot of practice on your own to
master," Stanley said. "We have the group
set up so there is that connection with
other people and that opportunity to
reflect with each other, but then we recommend that you practice every day for at
lc:tst tivc minutes."
Stanley said meditation can be particularly important for the high-pressure lives
of college students.
"We're never focused on what we're
doing presently, we're always worried
about what's going to come in the nex~
couple of days. lhe next week," he said.
"As students we're nlways worried about
c..xams and tests and gerting projects done
on time."
Stanley said the group is making strides
toward higher student involvement with
students leading some meditations.

Concert
8 p.m., Libby Larson,
free admission, Lovett
Auditorium

Play
7:30p.m., "The Vagina
Monologues,"
students $4, non-students
$6, Wrather Museum

• Feb. IS

I
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Baseb all
a.m., Thoroughbreds vs. Wright State

ll

VISIT· US
ON THE
Extended Hours

UNIQUE M EXICAN FOOD

Mon-Thurs Ba. m - lOp .m.
Friday 8a. m. - 7p.m .

DELI SANDWICHES • CAJUN SPECIALS

SALADS • SOUPS • L OCAL BARBEQUE

ANGUS B URGER AND FRlES

Saturday 8a .m .-6p.m .
Sunday 12p. m. -6p.m .

BEST S ALADS IN TOWN • GREAT DESERTS

Special!

II a.m.- midnight • Opl'll \!mula~ - Saturda~
Ilapp~ I lour J p.m. - 6 p.m. dail~·

360 minutes- $36.00
660 minutes- $65.00
10 minute beds
30 minute beds

20 minute beds
standup unit

Try our Bronzing Beds!
ASK FOR A PERK CARD

The Tropics Tanning Salon
901 Coldwater Road
(270) 753-8471
No appointments necessary

( ~.thenews.org)

WEB
'

The area's best bands live every Thursday

Feb.16

Shady Grove
Feb.23

Clarence Dobbins

'

thenews.org
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Traces of musical genius evident on 'Lights and Sounds'
Review
Assistant Lifestyles Editor Elizabeth
Cuwein writes the music reviews.

Yellowcard is no stranger to top 40
radio. The typical follower of popular
music would likely recall moderate
hits like "Way Away" and "Ocean
Avenue," both from the band's 2003
major label debut of the same name.
Armed only with knowledge of
these two singles. however, listeners
might expect the band's most recent
release, "Ughts and Sounds." to be
more of the same - nco-garage punk
meets emo pop/rock. Weczer meets
Something Corporate. The assumption certainly wouldn't be off the
mark based on what radio and television air play have led us to believe. It
wouldn't be off the mark, hut it would
be wrong.
This album proves that a band can
remain true to its roots of musical
style and still stretch the limits of
sound, instrumentation, vocals and
lyricism. On every level, "Lights and
Sounds" is an astonishing technical
success and furthermore an unccnsing
dl'light to the ear.
Musicianship stands as the backbone of any ensemble, and these guys
know how to play. Whether they
demonstrate this skill through the violin, as heard on the opening track
"Thret: Flights Up." or just track aft~r

photo courtesy of Capitnl Retords

touches lik1.• the slide guitar or the
violin, and even a sporadic Cakeesque trumpet solo make no track
similar to the next.
Ryan Key's lead vocals polbh off
the finished product. His voice is still
just as raw and full of emotion as it
was on "Way Away," pure punk/emo
with a resonance that somehow fits
perfectly with every style the band
has explored.
The final piece of the puzzle is lyricism. Lend singer Key penned the
majority of the songs on "Lights and
Sounds," which speaks volumes about
his talent. The words in many cases

track of 'exquisite percussion, the
instrumentation is all but flawless.
The moments at which the band
dives into other genres and styles live
in the instrumental choices they
make. For example, the skillful usc of
slide guitar on a few track$ hints at
influences like Stevie Ray Vaughn and
even Robert Johnson, one of the
fathers of classic blues.
The critical thing about these diversions in stvlc is that the album is still
entirely Yellowcard. At its root, its
sound remains tht• Wcczer-meetsSomething Corporate, neo-punk, emo
roc'k listeners were expecting. Subtle

transcend the music - they arc masterful exclusive of the manner in
which they are layered on a track.
This trend of intelligent lyricism in
all avenues of punk is nothing new.
Bands like Fall Out Boy and the aforementioned Something Corporate have
been at it for several years, as well,
and arc finally receiving mainstream
recognition for such efforts.
Just such a batch of lyrical poetry
makes "Two Weeks from Twenty"
top my list of songs not to miss on
"Lights and Sounds." A blatant antiwar anthem, writer Key prc$ents the
message in an entirely different man-

ncr than recent political protest tunes.
It tells the stories of people who
have gone to fight in Iraq and what
their lives were like prior to leaving
for the war. The chorus is undoubtedly the turning point.
"And then you hear 'em say/fhat
miles away/We lost another one that
we sent with a b'Un/They're gonna
miss him he was two weeks from
twenty/ And
ther e's
still
no
shame/From the man to blame."
Other must-hear tracks are "Rough
Landing, Holly," thf band's first UK
single, "Waiting Game," and "Words,
Hands, Hearts."
If these guys don't achieve greater
national recognition after "l.ights and
Sounds," I may begin to lose faith in
the American pop music consumer. It
is undoubtedly the best album I've
heard to date in 2006, and I don't
doubt it will still be high on the list
come December.

ffff
----

No note: only if you're desperate.
One note: worth a listen, but don't
bother paying for it.
Two notes: a decent record, try before
you buy.
Three notes: worth the money.
Four notes: a future classic.

Education students, faculty celebrate folklore through inaugural festival
Presentations give majors
professional experience
Ro byn Smith
Contributing Writer
Folklore is not one of the
topics most students discuss
daily in class. but Thursday
the}' will have the chance to
talk about the subject at
length.
"Folklore is anything that
people pass down to one
another by telling them or
showing them how to do it as
opposed to things you learn in
books," said Sharon Gill, professor of Early Childhood and
Elementary Education. "There

were people on the faculty
who were really interested in
folklore and thought we didn't
include enough of it in the cur·
riculum."
Gill said this broad topic
includes many subjects including English, social studies and
literature.
The other purpose of the
College of Education's Folklore Festival is to help participants learn more about this
topic.
"It is intended to give stu·
dents (a) chance to make professional presentations, which

" It is intended to give students (a) chance to
make professional presentation, which is important for teachers so they continue to learn and
practice giving presentations and because we
encourage our students to join professional organizations. "
Sharon Gill

Professor of Early Childhood and Elementary Education
is important for teachers so
they continue to learn and
practice giving presentations
and because we encour;lgc our
students to join professional
organizations," Gill said.
Starting at 3 p.m. Thursday
there will be a poster presentation on various topics of folklore in Alexander Hall. From 4
to 5:15 p.m. is the opening ses-

sion in Alexander Hall Auditorium with guest speaker Johnston Akuma-Kalu Njoku, an
expert on folklore from Westem Kentucky University.
After a small meal for ~ose
preregistered and folk music
that Baust and his band provided, the student presentations
will begin at 6 p.m.
These presentations will

focus primarily on African
American, Korean. Hungarian,
Thai and Buddhist stories.
During this time there also
wilJ be folk dancers and storytellers and students presenting
about personal folk culture,
which includes everything
from Internet, cooking, sewing
and fairy tales to nursery
rhymes, hauntings and wedding traditions.
There will be 16 different
presentations, and all students
are invited to attend. Registration is not required.
''The festival will help develop an appreciation of the richness of cultural diversity
expressed through literature
and fine arts," Jacqueline
Hansen, committee member,

said.
This is the fi rst time the program has been available at
Murray State, and the College
of Education hopes it will start
something they can continue
for many years to come.
~The original purpose of the
folklore festival was to get
undergraduate students more
involved in professional development,"
said
Yancey
Watkins, chairman of the
department of Early Childhood and Elementary Education.
For a schedule of events and
for more information about
folklore itself, visit the Folklore Festival Web site at
coekatc.murraystate.edu/professors/Gill/folklore.htm.

- - - - - -This Week in Entertainment - - - - - • Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVD

1. Ancora
II Divo

1. When A Stranger Calls

LCheckOnlt

2. Your Man

2. Big Mama's House 2

1. Corpse Bride - Wldescreen 1. CeU
Stephen King
2. Legend ofZorro
2. Memory In Death
J.D.
Robb
3. Fllghtplan
3. The Da Vinci Code
4. Corpse Bride - FuUscreen Dan Brown
4. The Hostage
S. Notebook
W.E.B. Griffin
5. The Last Templar
Raymond Khoury

Josh Turner
3. Unpredictable
Jamie loxx
4 . The BreaktlU'ougb
Mary). Blige

S. LJghts and Sounds

3. Nanny M cPhee
4 . Underworld: Evolutions

Bcyonce featuring Slim Thug
2. Grillz
Nelly featuring Paul Wall, Ali
and Gipp
3. Be Without You
Mary J. Blige

4. Breaking Free

s. Glory Road

Zac Efron and Vanessa Anne
Hudgens

Yellowcard

• Books

S. You're Beautiful
James Blunt
Source: Billboard.com

Source: Cheri Theatres

Source: Billboard.com

Source: Bestbuy.com

Sourte: nytimes.com

• Website
learningmedltation.com
This Web site has materials to
assist those interested in
doing self-study in the principles of meditation and practicing thought, focus and
mindfulness. Texts available
online offer information, and
those who wish to pursue it
further can order COs and
other educational materials
from the Web site's store or
visit the suggested readings
list.

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR

SALE

Tr.~etors, Box Vans at Audron!
Krrby Auto Auction. Toe~day, February
7, 6:00pm- 1-65 Exit 6 Fr;~nklin, KY,
800-808-7876,
www.kfrbyauLiiun.tom Ron 1\irbr. Jr..Aurtion<'<'r.

Road

5AWMIL LS from only $2,795! ConVl'rt
your LOGS TO VALUABl.F LUMBfR
with yuuL Nurwood portable b.1nd
sawmill. Log Skidde.-.. al~o .warl •• hll',
www.norwoodmdu~triPS.com
Free
rniormatton: 1-800-578-13h3 ext3!XIN
Wolff T.u)ning Beds Buy Direct and
Save! Full BOdy Units irom $22 a
month! fREE Color Catalog. Call
Joday!
1-800-841-1305
WW\~ . np.et~tan~m__

FOR

RENT

nnd Aflordable rental hou~ing on
www.KyR(•nts.orgl Free st•arching,
frN· lisrings! Providro by I he Ken1ucky
Huusing Corporation. Equal !lousing
OpfKJrtunJty.
_ _

HELP WANTED
Wanted Models, Prefer experienced,
TfP or Per Hour negotiable CALL 7670057 or EMAIL states and picture to
phillrg2f!aol.com
__ _
Bedroom Magic Boutique located at
the Kentucky Oaks Mall in Paducah
now hiring sales managers and sales
agent.. S15 rer hour plus incentive
bOnu~e~. Fal or part time Oexible
hour~. Call (270) 443-9795 for an
interview.
JOIN THE SOUTHWOODS WAY
AND HAVE SUMMER OF YOUR LI FE!
Southwoods is a co-ed rrsidential
children's camp in the Adirondack
Mountains of New York . Southwooda
is titeking ENTHUSIASTIC, ENERGETIC, AND FUN-LOVING individu·

als to make a ~,>?Silhe impa<l on aa
child's life. PO!>Jtions are .tvo1ilable in
the areas of: cabin specialiils, athlet·
itl, out-door ad~enture, creative and
performing aru, water ~porh, and
much more! Benefits of working at
Southwoods include Salary, Travrl,
Room, Board, l aundry. and much
morel For more information and to
complete an application pleaw con.
tact us ... w.~outbwoods.rom....l·
8118-449·3357
Air Traific Cuntrol. No e\p{'r i1·nt e
n~·l'ded; Wl' train. liS Grads 17-:34.
Crear poiy, benefit-. Must relocate:. Call
M·F 800-284-6289
PROIECf MA~AGFR : Bridg<' Construction Co. needs expt.'l'lenced person to: ~licit project.>, sourr.t' our and
buy materials, prepare and coordrnate
subcontracts. process projerl paper·
wurk. Computer skrlls rf'qUIH'<I. ll'l\C el,
wmd. f'IC.) lntech Cnntr<.~< lin~, II ~I
Custer Drive #8, lexington, K) 4ll) 17
IOF

S.1ln Cm•«'r Opportunity! We> prrwirJ.~
qu~llfied le.1ds·, 1 (lmplt'l<• product
lrarnrng and support. S 1650 52550
weekly income potential Prior S.11('S
expcrlen< e required. 800·860-827')
~420

Armouncmg S.50/mllc fur all OTR
miles evcl)whcre! We're raising pa}
in 2006' One yedf over·the-road experiente required. Hl•.~rtland I xp11:ss
www.heartl,lndexprPSS.uHn 1·800·
441-4953
$$$CLASS A DRIVERS$$$ Cume·lOY
& Ownt<r Oper.Jtor~. Cr<\11 Pay. l ott'. It
hnrrll' time. flat bl"d dh'1~ion: lift(,.
417-7 J87 Van Drvision: llll8·f>7'l8726 l'XI. lbO Call today! f'rerght
awarb you!
Class-A Drivers louiwillc, KY Area,
local & R~ional . Dry vans & flatbeds.
No forced di<p.1tch. (l yr recent cxp
rCIJUirCdl
866-270·266')
W\11\\ .abdrrvcrs.rom
Deltu Trucking Sth•ml: AcCt·pt111g

Weekly! Paid: Weeki}', plat~. pe~mits,
hability, cargo. FUll CARDS! 1-800·
521>-7825 x239

New PoY..cr Whcclch;urs, Scooters.
Absolutely NO rost to you' Call Toll
Free 1-8&6-146-4046

Driv('J'S- Semi OTR Up to .50cpm with
experieoce, benefits, qu.1liry hum~
Drivt'f· !\"'iGHT Tr,lnsportauon· Plen· time + refrigerated. Rcginnal/ Dc'<licatt}' of frerghr. Top norch Pquipnwnt. . ('d posilions ;~vai1,1ble for uppt!r Mid·
lor real home time with yow f.tm1ly
we.st. Call BUSK£: 1-800-879-2486
UUB-346-4639. www.knighllr.ms.com. x286
C:l,m-A CDU 6 month~ OTR.
Drivers· SEMI Own<'r Opl'r,ltors! E.un
IJrtver, Owner Opt•ratm Cump.1nv·
up o 51.41 p('r milt>. fr<•e base pl~tes,
Average S1,201 miho, Hom<• wcot-k· permit>. Qual-com. No touch freight!
ends, during W<.'(k l'lolo forced dis· Drive.-... check us our. 1·800-879·
patch. Plate progr.1m. OldPr trucks 2486 x286
\~clcome. Quick Start. C.11l Max at
Ma1or Trucking Companic~ Need
T&T! 1-800-511-0082
Tramee5! No experiencel -.:o moneyl
Drivl·r- RegiOnal Dnvcrs Avg. $750. Bad creditl No problem! Companr
S900 pPr week. Home Weekly Great sponsored training available. Great
benefrts. Class-A CDL, 6mos. Tff cxp. mcome and benefits. Start Immediateneeded. NO H,11-M.1t Req'd. W5t ly. Ca~ 1-877""!_4J.I\28<l
Side
Tran;port
80().(,77-%27
National Distributors ll•asing, Inc is
www.we~tsidPtran~porr.t·urn
Growing! Currently seeking COL-A
Driver Tr,lint•cs Nt•l'(lf'dll $!J7C, wel'"· Drivers for dt:dicated rum CPM or
ly +benefits. CDI & Gu.rr,rntPl'<l job in ~aiMy, depending on wh<•n· yuu livt:.
1h d.1vs. Ke11tudy True king Compd·
Giw u~ a call today or RO on· line 1nics hiring. Morel, M(•als, & I ran'- 877-334-9&77 www.driw4ndl.com
portation providE'd, No Money Duwn.
~cw Year- NC\\' career. 16 day com1-800-973·2188
pan)' sponsored COL. Train in your
Dri+ers- Check out lnE' changes! No own backyard. Bad Cwdit. No probexperience? No probllml COL Train· lem. No credit check r()(tUirl'<l. 1-800Ins avaii.Jble. 100% tuitton reimburse- 3'~8·9':108
ment. Top Trainee Pay! 1-800·231No Experience- No jobHl NO Prob~209 \\ww.SwinTruckingjobs.tx:m
lem!!! COL Trarning· Jub pl.tccmcnt.
Drivers: Cht><.k our the good liie! Go $740-$940 \\k. No money down.
l>nline and vis11 www.tlotDDj.{um tu lodging. Meals, TransportJiion. Hiring
find a dedrcatcd drivrng joh and t•ntl'r in your area today! I ·877·5'i4-J800
tu wrn a Pol~ris ATV ,1nd othc·r prile>.
Or tall 1-888-421·8446 to enltor hy
phone and hear ahout johs in your

Family Healthcare w(prescription
plant $69.<15/mn. Nalionwine Coverage, No limitations. Includes: Doctors,
dental, vision, hu~p. & more. Everyone
accepted! Call. WCG 800·288-9214
ext. .2332

Trainees ror Werner, Swift, CR Engl.md, others! 16 day COl! SO down,
studmt financing! Tuillon reimbursement avail. lob placemt.'llt o~sst Mon·
Sun l-800-883-0171 x6

EDUCATIONAL

ilfed.

Driver>: Guaranteed Home 'l'o't.'Ckends,
Sign on bonu5, up to 44cpm 'tarting.
1st )'l'~r $50,000+, new tru~:ks com·
rng. No slip 'eating, expt>rtence
r«JUired. 800-441-4271 !'XI. ~'Y-100.

Farn Degrl'e onhne from home •Mt'Clical, 'Business, •paralegal, •Comput·
ers, •Criminal Just1cc. JoiJ placeme.nt.
Computer provided. Financial aid if
~ualify. (866!858-2121 www.online·
tJdt>warertech.com

Drivffs: Owner/Operator<;. Great r>a)'
rloaded/empty) +fuel surcharge! De<lirdted Regronal; NO-TOUCH. Home

HEALTH

4

\

TRAVEL
#1 Sprin~ Break Wtbsitcl low prices
guaranteed. f~ Meals & Free Drinks.
Book 11 people, get 12th trip free!
Group discounts for 6+ www,Sprin~
BreakPiscoLIIllMDm or www.LeisureTos,trs,com or 800·838-8202.
BAHAMAS SPiliNG BREAK CELEBRITY
CRUISE! 5 Days From $299! Includes
Meals, TaxM, Entry To Exclusive MTVu
Events, Beach Parties With Celebrities
A$ Seen On Real World, Road Rules!
On Campus Reps Needed! Promo code
44 www.SpringBrrakTravel.com 1800-678-6386
CANCUN, ACAPULCO, JAMAICA
From $499! Travel With America's
Llrgest &Ethin Award Winning Spring
Break Company! Fly Scheduled Airlines, Free meals, Drink1, Biggest
Celebrity Parties! On-Um!J~ft Marketing Reps Needed! www.SpringBreakTravel.com t-80().678-6386

MISC.
Reach over 1,000,000 r<>.Jders with
one calli ConiJc t the ,J.t~sified depJrtmenr of this new~P•'P<'r or 0111 KPS ilt
502-223-8821 for more information
about placing a 25·wnrd classified in
74 nlwspae_er~ lor onl)' $250! __
Divorce $195, Incorporation S195.
Your alternative to expensive legal
fees! 1-800-JOJ-1170 or ncdproserviceC!Iaol.com
Hunt Elk, Red Stag, Whrtet.ul, Buti.tlo,
Wild 80<1r. Our ~J:;on: Now-JI:! 1/06.

Guarant<>ed lioense, $5.00- trophy in
two day~. :-oo-Gamc/ :-.:o-Pay Poliq.
Day~
n 14)209-'l800; t'Vcn.ngs
(314)2q).()(,IQ
SSCASHSS Immediate cash ior structured ~ettlemmts, ;mnuities, law suit,
mortg.t)I.C noll'S & r..1sh ilows. JG
Wentworth I I 1·800-794 ·731 0 .

RATES

Place your
message 1n
The Murray
State News
classifieds for

PER WORD!

Ads may be :.ubmilted in
Wilson Hall room 111 or
mailed 10 Cla5sifieds, c/o The
Murray State News, 2609
University Station, Murray, KY
42071
Classifieds must be paid in
advance.

The Murray State News
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Sorority helps young, old with numerous programs
Phillip Dishon

'lbe Lifestyles aec:tbllllaowc:ases a weekly flel'les .._..
lg soelal G~ Ol'l.....,

Staff Writer
pdishon@thenews.org

Hearing the term "skee-wec" yelled
across campus may seem strange to
some students. However, to the sisters of Alpha Kappa Alpha the term
means friendship, community devotion and individual respect.
Kristye Russell, sophomore from
Louisville and president of AKA, said
the sorority started Jan. l5, 1908, at
Howard University in Washington,
D.C.
"Alpha Kappa Alpha is the first
Greek letter organization for black
women," Russell said.
Russell said Ethel Hedgcman Lyle,
a student at Howard University, came
up with the idea of a sorority specifi·
cally for black women. She said Lyle's
success came because of 15 other stu·
dents at Howard.
For the Murray State chapter, Russell said the Pearl Interest Group officially founded it Jan. 9, 1971. Since
then, Russell said they have worked
to fulfill the organization's motto.
"The motto of the sorority is scr·
vice to all mankind, and we do ju~t
that,'' she said. "It is our main pur·
pose."
Russell said AKA hosts numerous

tloas UDclerthe ~

ty, PaDbelleDie aacl N...._.l
Paa-belleDic COIIDdlt.

Up DOt week:
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Kappa

Alpha Kappa Alpha member Darra Ricks, senior from Padcuah,
passes out bingo boards to residents at Fem Terrace.
annual programs, including a weeklong National Coat Day coat drive,
the Annual Charity Date Auction,
National Breast Cancer Awareness
and the National Buckle Up Program.
"(Our mcmhers) actually ~o out
and do stuff." Russell said. "W e are

bands on."
On the national level, she said the
primary philanthropic charity is the
AKA Reading Academy.
"Within the Reading Academy (the
national sorority recognizes) .stu·
dents who show excellence in read-

ing," Russell said.
She said the names of these select
students reach the members of the
son.lrity through the pages of the Ivy
Leaf. the organization's national pub-lication.
Since the sorority o nly sports 11
memhcrs. she said the cooperation of
each member is e~sential for the
activities to succeed.
"Since the sorority is so small it
takes everybody to make it work,"
Russell said. 'I don't think I've ever
·missed any (service project)."
Shirley Massie, lecturer and grant
director for the College of Education,
serves as the adviser and said the services the sorority provides depends
on local needs.
"Many of our chapters have schools
they Jevduped to help children with
their literary needs," Massie said.

.. We do a lot with helping young
mothers become aware of what they
need to do to raise children. So it just
depends on the needs of the a rea."
Massie said the sorority offers
nursing home services for older
members of the organization. She said
this service comes from the unity
between nearly 60,000 active members.
This kind of unity drew LaToya
Battle. senior from Radcliffe, to
recruit for AKA last semester.
"Well, since my freshman year, 1
saw the ludics of AKA and what they
(stood for)." Battle said.
She said these qualities exemplified
what she thought a positive woman
should be. Still, before she joined the
sorority, Buttle said she developed
strong tics with the AKA sisters.
Battle said the level of service the
sorority was involved in impressed
her.
"I also did a lot of community service before I joined the sorority, and
this is just a way for me to enha nce
my networking ... in the community,''
Battle said. "Jt will be a lif~long experience for me, and I will keep doing
(service through the sorority)."
Students interested in becoming a
part of Alpha Kappa Alpha can call
Kristyc Russell at (502) 551·2777.

Defining elements of Alpha Sigma Phi key to local chapter's success
Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer
pdishon@thenew~.org

When thinking of the tradi·
tiona! Greek organization, the
images of ritual meetings and
solemn oaths of secrecy come
lO mind. Alpha Sigma Phi finds
being honest and open produces better results.
Mike Young, assistant vice
p resident of Student Affairs,
began advising the fraternity
when it was founded in Octo·
ber 1994. He said the fraternity
came to Murray as part of the
Alph a Sigma Phi National
Expansion Project.
"They were looking on a
national level to start a new
brand of fraternity ... in a
sense," Young said. "A pre·
miere gentleman's fraternity."
He said when the headquarters approached him about
advising, he accepted the
opportunity.
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Alpha Sigma Phi members dance during the 2005
Rock-a-Tbon. The fraternity came in first place.
"(This aspect) was appealing
and just being able to mold a
chapter into what Greek life,
what a Greek man should be ...
so these guys can get a true

Greek experience," Young
said. "And I'd say we've done
very well at that."
Be said the fraternity has
accomplished a lot on the

·J4tpha Delta 'l'i
Crush Dance
The ladies of Alpha Delta Pi cordially invite the
following men to our Crush Dance:
Adam Jones
Adam Scott
Alex Stewart
Alexander Roberts
Blake Cotton
Brent Schroder
Brett Mullins
Brett Wilson
Cameron Combow
Charlie Wade
Chaz Ebert
Chris Bailey
Chris Fox
Chris Sperry
CJ Houston
Clint Griggs
Cody Holland
Constant Frequency
Dance-stigators
Dave Carmichael
David Hardin
Dustin Collier
Ed Baust
Eric Batts
Greg Gray
Hunter Moss
lain Howard

..

Jamaal Gardner
Jamie Blaylock
Jamie Leidolf
Jamison Standard
Jacob Savage
Jasper Wyatt
Jayson Spain
Jesse Livingston
Jimmy Byars
John Balbach
John Butler
John Clark
John Muir
Jon Burris
Jon Mitchell
Jordan James
Josh Heisner
Joseph Fanning
Joshua Douglas
J.R. Webber
Julien Robinson
Justin Stout
Kenny P.ulliam
Ke'vin Batts
Lincoln Kent
Marcus Vaughn

Mark Deaton
Mark Toren
Matt Green
Michael Belcher
Michael Bolton
Nathan Hardie
Nathaniel Holcomb
Nicholas Holladay
Patrick Beeler
Paul Ditterline
Paul Holladay
Phil Lopez
Phil Sollitto
Ryan Smithson
Scott Grant
Seth ,Darnell
Seth Hudson
Solomon Gayman
Transparent
lim Eason
Todd Plewa
Tyler Owen
Tyler Hafford
Wes McGregor
Wyatt Parker
Zach Hudson
Zachary Baker

national level, including win·
n ing the Most Outstanding
Chapter Award twice. He said
this honor is given ro onl'
ASPhi chapter two years.
A positive
cxperiencl',
Young said, is all he can hope
for the members. He said this
fr aternity makes its pledges
p roductive members of soci·
ety.
"(Being) a part of a fraternity
helps them dl'velop those skills
they will need to go out and
help the community," Young
said. "I believe that when (our
members) have an ASPhi expe·
riencl.' that is exactly what it
does for them. These guys get
Greek. Certainly I would put
these guys' character up
against anyone."
Stephen Saia, sophomore
from Troy, Ill.• and ASPhi president, said the defining clements of each member come
from the fraternity's motto.
"(Alpha Sigma Phi is) not

looking for the typical fraternity guy who wants to party,"
Saia said.
lie said the five characteristics of their members are
silence, clarity. purity, honor
and patriotism. Until recently,
he said this list was a heavily
guarded secret.
"It was just the secret of the
fraternity,'' Saia said. ''We're
no longer hiding what we stand
for."
He said these clements
helped the fraternity win the
Gary A. Anderson Award for
the best new member program.
Snia said they also received a
nomination from the Nor th
American
Intrafraternity
Council for the best fraternity
chapter in the nation.
When it comes to helping
the communit}', Saia said,
ASPhi doesn't limit itself to
local service projects. Canine
Corporation for Independence,
a program to provide seeing

eye dogs for the blind, is the
fraternity's national philanthropy.
Matt Stanton, ASPhi vice
president. said Habitat for
Humanity is an important
spring event for the fraternity.
"(Every) Spring Break about
20 of our guys ... bu ild a house
for a week,'" Stanton, senior
fro m Leitchfield, said. "And I
th ink that is the most rewarding because we sec the results.
It's almost u nbelievable to see
these guys sacrifice ... the usual
spring break."
Stanton !'aid his experiences
in the fraternity have shown
him the kind of person he is.
"I think the fraternity
opened me up," he said. "It
took this group of guys to make
me .sec it.''
Students
interested
in
becoming a member of ASPhi
cnn e·mail Stephen Saia at
stephcn.saia@gmail.com for
additional information.

1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-3003

Now accepting
applications
for Fall 2006!
Where will you be living this
Fall? Murray Place offers
2- and 4-bedroom, fully
furnished apartments, each
with private bathrooms and
wasltlers and dryers. Other
amenities in this luxury
student community include:
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Exciting community
events
• Clubhouse with ping
pong, poolandfoosball
tables
• Tennis courts
• Fitness Center
• Cable package including
HBO and Cinemax
• All-Inclusive rent with
electricity, water, cable ,
and high-speed internet ·
• Current rates starting at
$299!
www.MurrayPiace.com
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Publication gives wedding ideas
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Stephanie Buford

cover by The New' staff

The cover titled 'With this ring, I thee
wed,' symbolizes the beginning of the
wedding process, the engagement.
The engagement ring Is a betrothal
gift while the wedding ring bonds a
couple. A promise ring symbolizes a
serious commitment and is given
before the engagement ring.

Advertising Manager • 762-4478

It was a group effort to make this

Joe Hedges

cover Including staff members
becoming temporary hand models,
photographers and florists.

Adviser • 762-2998

When I first signed up to be in charge of
this wedding section, 1 did not realize how
helpful it would be to me and how little I
know about weddings.
I got confused when I called a floral
shop to see how much a bridal bouquet
would cost when they started saying
words like airy and cascading.
No, I am pot getting married but I know
of at least six weddings this year, three of
which I will be involved in one way or
another. My sister has already started
putting a book together full of wedding
ideas since she is my cousin's bridesmaid
and also the maid of honor for another
wedding, so I'm sure I'll learn more as this
year continues.
The few experiences I've had with weddings were when one of my friends was
planning her wedding and then never got
married and the other was a wedding
reception after the couple had a small,
family only ceremony.
It was fun and interesting to look
through bridal magazines with the staff.
Sometimes it seemed as if we were picking
out stuff for our own future engagements
and weddings.

rrn sure there are
staff members who
arc glad this tab is
complete so they
don't have to keep
hearing our 'ohs' and
'aws' while looking at
the latest trends.
1 hope this publication will give people
and idea of what to
expect when getting
ready for marriage.
including the stress it L - - - - - - . . J
brings.
Janet
A dve r t i s i ng
Robb
Manager Stephanie Lifestyk>s Editor
Buford was nice
enough to give us an inside account of
wedding stress while she plans for her
own wedding in December.
Other stories include wedding fashions,
honeymoons, reception ideas and themes
and of course bachelorette and bachelor
parties.
Hopefully, this special publication will
help anyone planning on getting married
with possible ideas.
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Flowers For All Occasions

Order your
flowers early for
Valentine's Da '
Air Shopping Center • Murray • 7 53-0932

photo courtesy of Stephanie

Derek Vaughan, junior from Hickory, and Stephanie Buford, advertising
manager for The News, plan to get married in December.

Future bride shares ways
to elevate wedding stress
In my opinion •••
"'Til death do you part" may be the rca·
son some people are nervous on their wed·
ding day. but for me, it's not even in the top
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With 10 months left to plan for the big
day. overwhelming stress looms over what
should be the happiest dar of my life. This
wedding stress comes from a few particular
sources in my experience.
First nnd most obviously, the meticulous
planning that must be done for the big day
wiU continuously have its spot on the stress
list. Picking out colors, sizes, styles, etc., of
various things like cakes, dresses, flowers,
tuxes and a grand multitude of other items
makes me wonder if I even want these
things in my wedding.
In reality, I do, but rd rather avoid making
all the decisions. I begin thinking about all
the disasters that could happen. We could
forget the rings. I could have to hurt Derek,
my fiance, because he shoves cake up my
nose. Eloping might not be such a bad move
- my ll1mily can only hate me for so long.
Next. there is the never-ending crisis of
leaving my family. Thic; crisis may be differ·
em depending on whether you are the first
born child or the last. However, as the first
born, the separation tension between my
parents (more specifically my mother) and
me often causes confusion for everyone
involved. Should I feel happy because I'm
getting married, or should I feel sad because
I am leaving them and we will never again

be as we arc now? The answer to that question usually depends on what day you ask.
One situation I took for granted wa<; leaving my 17-ycar-old sister. She, above ail oth·
ers, is taking my marriage-to-be the hardest
because she knows and understands how
different our relationship will become.
Although I'd like to think we'll always be
close and our relationship will remain
strong, no one really knows what the future
holds.
Finally, the biggest stressor of all: being
Derek's wife. Even though deep inside I
know we will make it no matter the circumstances, a tiny curiosity remains. How do I
go from making all decisions based on what
is best for me to making decisions based on
what is best for us? Being married is a completely different mind~ct. To make it last,
there can be no selfishness.
1 have no doubts that I am marrying a
great man. There is no other man for me.
Although we will have good times and bad
times, we will be there for each other "'lb
have and to hold. in sickness and in health,
'til death do you pnrt".
In the mean time, J will try to control my
stress level, which may not be so bad since
Mom's hot tub is just a hop. skip and jump
away. I just can't wait until we leave on our
honeymoon and all this terrible wedding
~;tress is behind us.

Stephanie Buford is the advertising manager for the Murray State News.
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"String of parties leads up to festivities of big day
Elizabeth Caweln
Assistant Lifestyles Editor
ecawein@thenews.org

It seems from the very moment
a ring slides onto the finger of a
bride-to-be, the festivity planning
commences.
The engagement soiree seems
the natural first party step after
popping the question. Not as
much a staple of pre-wedding traditions, many brides- and
grooms-to-be don't expect such
an event.
"No one threw us an engagement party, and I didn't really
expect one," said Lesley Cross,
graduate student from St. louis.
"I'm trying to plan this wedding
and spend the least amount of
money possible, and I feel like
that is just an added, unnecessary
expense. People congratulated us
by sending e-mails or cards."
· Cross and her fiance, Chris
Peters, have been engaged since
October 2005. and nuptials are
planned for Oct. 7.
Next on the party platter is the

photo illustration by Vanessa Childers/The News

Games and stripper are popular entertaimnent choices for
bachelorette and bachelor parties.
wedding shower, which the maid
of honor or bridesmaids typically
organize. Cross said her sister.
who also is the maid of honor,
probably will orchestrate the
shower.
The shower will feature wedding- and bridal-themed games,
most of which, she said, make the
bride-to-be look silly.

"I have been to two wedding
showers, and they played games
where teams dressed a 'bride' in
toilet paper, wrote advice to the
bride and did word scrambles
related to weddings," Cross said.
"They also opened the presents
that the guests brought.
"I think that unless you know
every person at the shower, they

can be a little uncomfortable."
But the next event on the agen·
da will push the envelope of
embarrassment even more. The
bachelor and bachelorette parties
are honored prenuptial traditions.
Though the bride and groom
usually have little say about what
happens at the parties, Cross said
she has laid down some ground
rules.
"My whole bridal party will
probably have a party for me, but
they have been warned that if
there is a stripper, we will no
longer be friends," Cross said.
"I'm just kidding. But I have only
been to one bachelorette party
and there was a stripper, and l
just felt horribly embarrassed for
him the whole time."
She considers the bachelorette
party an important tradition, but
said she is not much of a partier.
"Just going to dinner, then to a
bar would be fme with me," Cross
said. "My fiance's dad wants to
throw him a bachelor party, and
I'm sure that will be much more
crazy. It will probably involve lots

of Budweiser and a stripper."
Chris Peters said the party will
probably be a toned-down version of what his fiancee believes.
"l don't want a stripper, and I
know that I don't need to see a
naked woman before I get married," Peters said. "I know that I
have met the one that is right for
me, and I don't need to have one
last wild night."
Peters said his ideal bachelor's
night out would involve drinking
and playing video games with his friends.
Theknot.com advises not
scheduling the party the night
before the wedding, arranging
several de~ignated drivers, keeping the guest list to a manageable
size and not to assume anything.
Cross offered a piece of wisdom for brides-to-be.
"My only advice to other brides
is to be up front about what you
do or do not want at the parties,"
she said. "But ultimately, the planning is left up to the maid of
honor or the rest of the brides·
maids, so just go and enjoy."
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Leigh Ann Steely Grady
237 Tobacco Road
Murray, KY 4207 1

(270) 753-1159

One Stop SAop for Wedding Supplies
Wedding Gown Sale • $9900
Bridesmaid's Dresses Starting at $8900
• Wedding Dresses - All under $50000
• Bridesmaid's Dresses
• Flower Girl Dresses
• Veils & Tiaras - Only $2~
• Shoes & Jewelry
• Full Service Florist
1204 S. Liberty St. • Hopkinsville, KY • 270-885-1730
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 10 a.m. - 5:30p.m., Sat. 10 a. m. - 2 p.m.
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Wedding Announcements
Chapman - Hay

Jeff Chapman and Davina Foster of
Owensboro announce the engagement of their
daughter, Meghann Lee Chapman, to Brandon
Lynn Hay, son of Marty Hay and Stephanie
Francis of Owensboro.
•
The bride-to-be is the granddaughter of
Dave and Delene Wilson of Owensboro and
Lamar and Audrey Chapman, also of
Owensboro. She is a junior at Murray State
and attends the Academy of Cosmetology
Arts, and is employed at Thoroughbrewed
Cafe in Regents College.
The groom-to-be is the grandson of Benton
England and Yuvon England of Owensboro
and Don and Mona Hay of Owensboro. He is a
Murray State sophomore and works as a tree
trimmer for Asplundh.
A beach-front ceremony will take place
April 22 in Fort Walton Beach, Fla. A reception will follow at the Breakers of Fort Walton
Beach. The couple will honeymoon in Destin
and Fort Walton Beach and plan to reside in
Murray.

Steven and Katherine Lewis of Murray
announce the engagement of their daughter,
LaShawna Rena Lewis. to Matthew Nathaniel
Turnbo, son of William and Nancy Turnbo of
Dyersburg, Tenn.
The bride-to-be is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Parker of New Concord
and Claire Lewis of Murray. She attends
Murray State and will graduate in May with a
bachelor's in nursing. After graduation, she
plans to work as a registered nurse in
Tennessee.
The groom-to-be is the grandson of Dave
Bullington of Dyersburg, Tenn., and Craple
Turnbo of Dyersburg, Tenn. He attends
Dyersburg State Community College and will
graduate in May with an associates degree in
psychology. He will attend the University of
Tennessee at Martin in the fall, and works at
Carousel R~alty of Dyer County.
The ceremony will take place at 1 p.m. May
27 at First United .Pentecostal Church in
Union City, Tenn.

Lewis - Turnbo

Cunningham Stout

Alan and Doris Stout of
Marion announce the union of
their daughter, Katherine
Elizabeth Stout, to Kory Wayne
Cunningham, son of Rick and
Celisa Cunningham of Dexter.
The bride is the granddaughter of James and Katie Crider of
• Marion and the late Howard
Stout and Imogene Stout James
of Marion. She is a Murray State
junior and works in the Murray
State Student Affairs office as a
secretary. She is also a member
of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority.
The groom is the grandson of
Ron and Shirlie Geurin and T.G.
Curd of Murray. He is a Murray
State junior and works as a
farmer and youth pastor at
Hardin Baptist Church.
The ceremony took place
Nov. 26, 2005, at Hardin Baptist
Church, with a reception at
Kentucky Dam Village. The
couple
honeymooned
in
Cancun, and currently reside in
Murray.
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Registry helps couples
pick wedding presents
Rockelle Gray
Opinion Editor

Though wedding gifts need an important consideration, couples also must conrgray@thenews.org
sider the gifts they will give. Traditionally,
bridesmaid and groomsmen gifts have
After a couple gets engaged, the plan- gone to the wedding party. However, the
ning begins. Even if the couple agrees the trend toward memorabilia items for all
marriage ceremony will be years away, the · guests arc increasing.
bride- and groom-to-be begin thinking
"I have a lot of people who will buy
about one thing - wedding gifts.
knives for the groomsmen," Hale said.
For young couples beginning their lives "The woman will get fashion jewelry for
together, new appliances ar~ essential to · their bridesmaids."
building their home. Both the bride and
Mitchell said Dillard's brides-to-be usugroom anxiously await getting rid of the ally purchase crystal frames and jewelry.
hand-me-down living room furniture and
· However, many couples arc choosing to
kitchen appliances from their individual be creative with their guest's gifts.
Personalized items are becoming increasapartments.
Paducah Dillard's Bridal Consultant ingly popular.
Many couples decide to give their guest
Mary Mitchell said the most popular gifts
disposable cameras to capture their big
for newlyweds are china.
"That's the first thing customers pur- day, which can also serve as a guest gift.
chase," Mitchell said.
Popular wedding quotes or couples' iniShe said platinum-rimmed white place tials often personalize picture frames, cansetting china are the most popular pattern. dles, pillows, towels and albums.
"Serving plates are also real popular,"
Wedding bubbles have started to
Mitchell said.
replace the traditional rice thrown at the
Among the list of popular trends, she end of the wedding for couple's exit.
said stainless steel are popular with the
No matter what kind of gifts the couples
guys and red appliances have become receive, they should remember that a
popular over the last two years.
thank-you card should be send to each
While most wedding guests traditional- guest for their attendance and gift.
According to ehow.com, the proper
ly but less expensive gifts, Mitchell said
parents usually buy the larger, more technique is to send a thank you card
expensive pieces.
within two to three weeks after receiving
"They will get a big item like a set of the gift. The card also should be handpots and pans or maybe a kitchen aid written.
mixer," Mitchell said. "Or bedding or comfortable sets that are $300 to $400."
Tara Hale, customer service supervisor:
for K's Merchandise in Paducah, agreed
about large appliance purchases. She said
close family members opt to purchases
items like microwaves that can go into the
triple digits.
Paducah is the home of many shops that
cater to every bride and groom's dream
wedding registry.
K's Merchandise, Dillard's and Linens
and Things serve as a few of the places to
register in Paducah.
Mitchell said most couples register
about three to six months before the wedding.
She said Dillard's also offers free gift
,
wrapping and delivery services.
"When they register, I ask for a best"
delivery address," Mitchell said. "If
(guest) can't come to the event and wants
it shipped.to the bride, everything goes to
Many wedding guest.s buy sets of
that one address."
dishes
on the bridal registry and
However, most guests will take the gift
bring it to the wedding reception.
with them upon purchase.

photos by Rockelle Gray/The News

Selecting a decorative pattern can help couples pick out a collage of gifts
including china, crystal glasses, flatware, napkins and cookware.

Many grooms take an active role in picking the cookware. The popularity of cooking shows has switched the gender roles in the kitchen.

New bathroom appliances, bath rugs and
towels can help couples adjust to their
new lives together.
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Classic wedding attire wins
over seasonal fashion trends

6/Pedding/ (ltzhb~ecial
$1.5 0 yer _person

Elizabeth Cawein
Assistant Lifestyles Editor
ecawein@thenews.org
Trends and seasons come and go, but
Joyce Key, owner and manager of Mister J's
and Lady ]'s Formal Wear, said for the most
part, wedding fashions are timeless.
"The dresses are pretty much the same
yenr-round," Key said. "In the fall, you
might sec a little darker color, and in the
.spring, you might see a little lighter color."
She ~aid one unceasing bridal favorite is
the strapless gown, which bride~ request
.., year after year, season after .season. Long
trains arc another perennial favorite. The
trend in gown accents right now is mixing
up the traditional ivory hue.
"A lot of the dresses 41re trimmed in
color, like red, coppers, golds or silvers,''
Key said. "1 think they're just wanting
something besides the usual white. something different."
She said when brides choose to frock
their dresses with a bit ,,fcolor, the bridesmaids' gowns usually coordinate.
"I was working with a bride today who
had lavender on her gown and she's going
to do lavender bridesmaids dresses," Key
said. "She's also going to do different styles
of dresses because one of her bridesmaids
is also going to sing in the wedding, and
~he wants her dress to stand out and be a
little different."
Changing up styles is another recent
trend with some weddings, Key said.
Brides choose a fabric color and each
woman in the bridal party wears a differcnt style, such as strapless, boatncck or
empire waist.
Key said some brides chouse a style
called a "rainbow." in which a style is chosen and the color of the fabric is the alternating variable.
"When you get a wedding together. it's
totally up to the bride," Key said. "If that's
what she likes, that's what you ought to
do."
Even men's fashions change styles. Key
said vests and full-length arc in currently
but may go out like cummerbunds and
bow tics did.
"Right now, the groom is wanting to be
in more color," Key said. "I booked a wedding last week where the bride is doing
yellow bridesmaids dresses. and the
groom is actually wearing a yellow vest, '
it's buttercup."
Key said only in the last few years has it
become standard for the groomsmen to
match the bridesmaids.
Wedding Web site thcknot.com offers
advice for wedding gown shopping. The
first tip is to shop early. The site recom-
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Joanna Gianulis, sophomore from
Louisville, models a strapless floorlength wedding dress complete
with veil from Lady J's.
mends nine to 12 months prior to the wed'ding date, a sentiment Key echoed. Once
you begin shopping, don't be shy about
asking questions, thcknot.com saiil.
"Try to keep an open mind. If the salesperson brings you something she says you
must try, try it - even if you detest the way
it looks on the hanger," according to the
site. "Many a bride has ended up waltzing
down the aisle in a gown the salesperson
had to persuade her tu try on."
The site also reminds brides not to feel
tied down to the first or second dress they
put on in the dressing room.
"You didn't get engaged on your first
date, and, likewise. you shouldn't buy the
first dress you try on. Give yourself
options and lots of time to think by shopping more - and elsewhere - before you
buy," according to the site. "Even after you
think you've found your gown, take a day
to be absolutely sure it's the one for you.
Since bridal gowns arc custom-made, most
salons put a no-return policy in their contracts.
·~nd lastly, always trust your instincts.
.Ask yourself, can I really see myself walking down the aisle swathed in this gown? Is
this how I pictured myself looking as a
bride? If not, take it off and move on."
Joyce Key said the average cost of gowns
in her store is $599. Bridesmaids dresses
average $125, and tuxedo rentals average
$89.
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Post-nuptial celebrations offer opportunity for pizzazz
Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer
pdishon@thcnews.org

Weddings arc solemn occasions reflecting the love and devotion of a soon-to-be
husband and wife. However, the event also
offers family and friends a good excuse to
cut loose and boogie down at the reception.
When choosing a proper locale, couples
should consider the needs of their guests
and the event's importance.
Erin Guard, event coordinator for the
Luther F. Carson Four Rivers Center in
Paducah, said many newlyweds decide to
have parties in reception halls because of
the services and accommodations they
provide.
"(The Luther F. Carson Center has) a lot
of capabilities ... that your regular banquet
hall may not," she said. "It's the atmosphere."
Guard said working with the couple to
meet its needs for the event also is a priority to ensure customer satisfaction.
Through cooperation with decorators.
caterers and entertainment, she said the
center tries to make everything come
together on the big day.
For interested couples, Guard said the-

DJ Jason Chapman said disk jockeys provide a variety of music.
carsoncenter.org offers detailed pictures of
the numerous available rooms and a complete list or rental rates.
With a venue set in stone, decorating the
hall becomes the next priority.
Tony Glover, owner of Inbloom Floral
and Marketplace in Paducah, said decorations can enhance the experiences of the
guests and newlyweds.
Glover, who started his business seven
months ago, said he talks to couples about
spending less money on floral arrange-

ments for the wedding and more on the
reception.
"Your reception is where your guests
spend most of their time," he said.
To add to the experience. Glover said his
store works with couples to ensure their
personal tastes are met through the decorations.
"The original consultation can last up to
three hours;• Glover said. "I try to get to
know each and every person who is
involved with the wedding."
He said this level of involvement allows
his store to create the perfect floral
ar rangements for the couple's wedding
even if it means going beyond traditional
wedding decor.
"You might see fish in our arrangements," Glover said. "We've used huge
wicker swans ... and different pieces that
you won't see anywhere else. I can promise
you that."
Through working with the customers,
Glover said he can do his part to make sure
the bride has a perfect day.
With decorations in place only one element
remains
entertainment.
Furthermore remains the choice between a
disc jockey or a live band.
Jason Chapman, senior from Murray,
owns Chapman Entertainment, a company

that provides disc jockey services for any
occasion. Chapman said choosing between
live music and disc jockey services
depends on the couple's wants and needs.
Chapman said bands are usually good
for entertainment, but disc jockeys can
provide a larger variety.
"When (a band is) done, they're done,"
Chapman said. "I'm not limited to what I
have to play. I've got anything and everything they want. A band (is) going to have ·
so much more equipment. With a OJ ... you
know what songs you're going to hear and
what they are going to sound like."
Not being limited to just music,
Chapman said his business also provides
bubble machines, laser lights and karaoke
machines.
He said these extra items are available
with any entertainment package., but the
choice to use them comes at the couple's
discretion.
"(The couple and I) would probably
meet twice to make sure all their questions
and requests are mad," Chapman said. "My
goal is to have the customers of the client
... to leave the party or reception (satisfied)."
For more information on Chapman
Entertainment, e-mail chapmanentertainment@hotmaiLcom.
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Some brides place a coin in thejr shoes to ellSUI'e a happy and prosperous
maniage like the saying ' Something old, something new' suggests.

Wedding superstitions
withstand test of time
JanetRobb
Lifestyles Editor
frobb@thcncws.o~

Something old, something new, .something borrowed, something blue and a silver sixpence in her shoe.
This Victorian-era phrase is a long tradition for many brides. The saying covers
what a bride needs to carry on her wedding day to ensure a happy marriage, but
Becca Townsend, senior from Dixon,
believes otherwise.
"I'm not worried about having 'something old, something new, something borrowed and something blue' because I just
don't feel that that is the important part
about that day," she said.
Townsend, whose wedding is in May,
said she is not superstitious and people
make their own luck.
''I'm not really sure why people put so
much into superstitions," Townsend said.
"For some, they may really feel that it is
bad luck if they don't have something blue
or something old on. But others may do it
simply because they want to and it's
something they've looked forward to
doing for a long time."
F.vcn though she is not superjtitious
about her own wedding, she said 'traditional clements will be involved, including not seeing her fiance, Jeremy Lewis,
before the wedding on their special day.
"Not because I believe that it's bad luck,
but simply because I want everyone there
to see a raw reaction when those doors
open and he sees me for the frrst time,"

Townsend said. "I just feel it's more special that way."
Townsend said she doesn't know what
to consider a traditional wedding hecause
she is doing some things according to tra·
ditions but not others.
"I say that I'm not having a traditional
wedding, but I guess what I mean when I
say that is, that the music isn't traditional
because we're not using the 'Wedding
March' for me to walk in to and us to walk
out to." Townsend said. "My dad is giving
me away, of course. 1'11 toss the bouquet,
and Jeremy throw the garter. So. I would
say that I am keeping with tradition in
some aspects, and in other aspects, I'm
not."
Jessica Nagle, senior from RineyviJie,
said she will not see her fiance before the
wedding ceremony in May.
"I want to be a surprise for everyone,"
Nagle said. "The only people who will sec
me before are the girls."
Nagle said she is wearing her grandmother's pearls. blue underwear and
engagement ring to go along with the jingle.
"My wedding dress is the new," she
said. "I'm ~lso putting a penny with the
year we started dating in my shoe."
Overall, Nagle said her wedding is traditional except for the location of the ceremony.
"We're having a religious ceremony, just
not in a church," she said.
When it comes down to it, both agreed
the wedding is about the celebration and
the day itself, not the traditions and
superstitions.
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Honeymoons range from beach fronts to mountains
Casey Northcutt
Staff Writer
cnorthcutt@thenews.o~

After the guests have eaten the cake, the
reception room has cleared and the parents have cried themselves dry, a bride and
groom embark on perhaps the most anticipated tradition of marriage - their honeymoon.
Many couples spend thousands of dollars on luxurious trips to lounge on the
beaches of Jamaica or to walk the streets of
Europe.
Judy Richardson, travel consultant with
Far Lands Travel in Murray, said honeymoon trips can range from $2,000 to $3,000
per person.
"You pick the cream of the crop when
you're young," she said.
Richardson said the newlyweds who
book their trips with Far Lands tend to pick
warm, sunny locations where they can
stretch out on the sand and have fun.
She said many couples have booked trips
to Sandals Resort Hotels in Jamaica, the
Bahamas and St. Lucia. Some also take the
sunny-but-eventful route for trips to
Disney World and celebrate their union
with fireworks and Mickey Mouse.

photo courtesy of artoftravelworldwicle.com

Going to a tropical island Is a popular choice for many honeymooners.
However, couples don't have to nix the
cake, dresses and church just to afford a
decent honeymoon.
Richardson said they can plan trips for
more affordable prices and travel agencies
sometimes work to cut down on the cost.
The types of hotels and transportation the
customers wish to use can make the hon-

eymoon Jess expensive.
She said cruises or trips to Mexico can
cost roughly anywhere from $800 to $1,200
per person.
"Cruising is good for the budget and luxurious, too," she said.
If couples lean toward adventure and
frugality, they can choose to backpack

through Europe. Richardson said some college students pick that kind of trip to save
money while seeing the European castles
and landmarks.
Melissa Bridges, junior from Mayfield,
and Brian Collier, senior from Paris,
booked their July honeymoon with Far
Lands Travel. They deviated from the
bcach·front norm and set their vacation in
Silver Gate, Mont.
"I guess the mountains are more our
style," Bridges said. "I'm not really a beach
person, and Brian's not either."
The couple decided to spend its ftrst
nights in a cabin outside Yellowstone
National Park. Bridges and Collier chose
the site so they could wander through the
park and gaze at the mountains.
''I guess it's based on what we enjoy
together," Bridges said.
Honeymoons are the icing on a threetiered, white cake in a marriage. While the
families clean up the empty champagne
classes from the reception, the newlyweds
head for a fantastic vacation.
Cruises and trips to the mountains can
prove just as wonderful as the standard
white sandy beaches. Besides, the honeymoon isn't really about the location anyway.
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WE UARANTEE THE CHEAPEST SHIPPIN!01 PACKAGING SERVIC S & BOX PRICES IN

TOW~ •

MR. POSTMAN (located behind Sirloin Stockade) has been providing shipping, packaging &
m_ailing services in Murray since 1992. We're committed to serving all of Murray, including
MSU students (hey, we were students once & we know you could use a break)! We pack, ship
& do it alii And now, we offer student discounts!

HECK
• 20% off FedEx Priority International shipping
• I 0% off everyday low price UPS, FedEx & DHL domestic shipping
• Clip the coupons below for more savings on boxes & moving supplies

PS

NOT
Mon-Fri Bam - 7pm & Sat 8:30am - 3:30 pm

MR. POSTlVIAN
COUPON
250/o OFF
ANY SIZE BOX

....
Exp. 12/31/06
Limit 20 boxes
One coupon
per person
per visit

MB. POSTMAl\T
WE'RE HERE FOR YOU
922 South 12th Street
(Behind Sirloin Stockade)
270-753-8400
info@mrpostman-murray.com
http://www.mrpostman-murray.com

MR. POSTlVIAN
COUPON
250/o OFF
PACKAGING
SUPPLIES
Exp. 12/31/06
One coupon
per person
per visit

